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PROGRESS
The onward march of civilization is shown by improvement

in the sending of messages.
Centuries ago, the sole means of communicating between

dist ant points was furnished by "runners. " The physical
training of these men gave them great speed and endurance.

Only kings and nobles could obtain the services of the
runners. All others were deprived of even this means of send-
ing messages.

Today, the runner is replaced by the telephone. Not only
the speed but also the range of communication has been in-
creased beyond anything the ancients could have imagined.
A vast network of wires, kept ready for service day OT night,
carries instantly not only the message but the voice itself to the
remotest corners of a continent.

And the service of this modern messenger is not limited to
one class, but is within the reach of all.

The Cincinnati Bell Telephone Company
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A MESSAGE FROM DEAN SCHNEIDER

Back of everything which the
College of Engineering and Corn-
merce does, there are certain defi-
nite policies. One of them is to
start modestly, to keep modest,
and to grow stronger and better
as the years go by. Another one
is to push to a successful fruition,
anything which you undertake.

So here is The .Co-operative
Engineer, beginning modestly, as
the Co-op Course itself began.

Instead of proclaiming its virtues
with a brass band, it acknowl-
edges its frailties, confesses its
faults and-points with confi-
dence to its husky parentage, the
Co-op student body.

It will grow as they grew, from
little beginnings; and, to main-
tain another policy of the college,
it will strive to become some day,
the very best of its kind. So
heres your baby; do your duty
as parents.

THINGS NOT DONE BEFORE

The things that havcnt been done before.
Those are the things to try;

Columbus dreamed of an unknown shore
On the rim of the far-flung sky,

And his heart was bold and his faith was strong
As he ventured with dangers new,

And he paid no heed to the jeering throng
Nor the fears of a doubting crew.

The few strike out without map or chart
Where never a man has been;

From the beaten pe.th they draw apart
To see what no man hath seen.

Their deeds they hunger alone to do,
Though battered and bruised and sore;

They blaze the trail for the many who .,
Do nothing not done before.

The things that haven't been done before
Are the tasks worth while today;

Are you one of the. flock that follows, or
Are you one that shall lead the way?

Are you one of the timid souls that quail
At the jeers of a doubting crew,

. Or dare you, whether you win or fail,
Strike out for the goal that' s new?

-Selected.

The many who follow the beaten track
With guideposts along the way,

They live, and have lived for ages back
With a chart for every day.

Some one has told them if s safe to go
On ,the road he has traveled 0' er,

And all that they ever strive to know
Are the things that were known before.
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FOREW'ORD
An editor hesitates to speak of his own publica-

tion. Modesty restrains him from boasting of any
merits that it may chance to have, and he does not
care to call special attention to its faults by apologiz-
ing for them. The editor of this magazine feels
reluctant to comment, but at the same time he
recognizes an obligation to explain at least the pur-
pose and policy of the new quarterly which begins
with this issue.

The Co ...operative Engineer is the result of a grow-
ing demand on the part of students and alumni of the
College of Engineering and Commerce for a pub-
lication that would reflect their common interest in
the University and in the industrial and commercial
world with which they are brought in contact. It
was felt that by means of such a periodical every
student could better keep in touch with the new
developments that are constantly taking place on
the campus. At the same time it was believed that
much of the experience gained by co ...ops in their
shop work might be passed along to others, who
would profit by it and who would have something
of their own to offer in exchange. The type of ar-
ticle that would be written for this purpose would
not be in the strictest sense a technical article. Co-

ops have already found a sufficent market for pure-
ly technical articles in the standard engineering mag ...
azines. The idea is rather to secure for the Co ...oper-
ative Engineer a collection of live general interest
articles with a technical background which the
writer knows at first hand by reason of his co ...opera .
tive experience. In the clubs of the various engi .
neering departments members tell of their outside
work and exchange ideas. The staff of this rnag-
azine hopes to make the best of these discussions
accessible to a wider circle of readers, and to pre ...
serve valuable material which would otherwise be
scattered or lost.

Not only the shop experience but also the school
side of co ...op life calls for some kind of publication.
In a group of a thousand students it is hard to keep
track of everyone. The "Hobby Hour" has made
it easier for all the men who are in school at one
time to get together, but there still remains the prob ...
lem of j-oining more closely the interests of the two
sections. The Co ...operative Engineer hopes to serve
as a link between the men in school and those in
the shop, and thus to cultivate greater solidarity
throughout the student body. This function of the
journal is particularly important since the period of
alternation has been changed to four weeks and the
radius of co ...operative employment has been in-
creased.

To the alumni, the Co ...operative Engineer aspires
to be a quarterly "letter from home.'" News of the
developments on the campus will be sprinkled
through these columns to keep them in close touch
with what is going on at their Alma Mater. At the
same time, news and articles from alumni will be
published, and the students who are still in school
will know what the graduates are doing in the prac ...
tice of engineering. The magazine, if it accom-
plishes its purpose, will thus be a clearing house for
all the numerous interests of a rapidly growing
body of students and alumni who are doing prac-
tical things with vision and enthusiasm.

OUR ADVE'RTISING POLICY
The business staff of the Co-operative Engineer

has made far ...reaching plans for developing the
advertising section of this magazine. They realize
that time is needed to put a broad policy into opera ...
tion, and that only a gradual introduction of the
new plan is possible. It is fitting, rrever theless, that
the idea should be explained at this time.

Briefly, the staff proposes to utilize increasingly
the educational values in advertising. No attempt
will be made, of course, to disregard the usual func ...
tion of advertising as a means of carrying part of
the publishing costs. Since the magazine is not run
for profit, however, the staff intends to emphasize



It is important to note that the hobby hour was
granted in response to a request from students.
There was a widespread feeling that Co-ops, be-
cause of a crowded schedule, were not getting their
share of what may be cal'led "college life." Their
daily routine, with few exceptions, was a continu ...
ous procession from one class room to another, with
a half hour for iunch before a solid afternoon of
drawing or laboratory work. They were thus prac .
tically barred from participation in student .activ .
ities, Except within small circles, they had little
time to form those friendships which college men
feel to be the most valuable results of their course.
Numerous students, especially upperclassmen, laid
this situation before Dean Schneider. He recog-

Numerous inquiries have been received from
alumni as to the meaning of the "hobby hour"
which has made possible the publication of The
Co ...operative Engineer. To answer these questions,
it may be worth while to review somewhat in detail
the meaning of this innovation and the philosophy
behind it.

THE HOBBY H,OUR

the quality of advertising copy, particularly in the
larger advertisements. Their ambition is to make
the advertising as interesting for its own sake as any
other part of the magazine. To this end, they hope
to publish from time to time some of ,the best ex-
amples of advertising, illustrating artistic layout,
together with historical or scientific interest.

As a purely amateur effort, students will under-
take to prepare original advertisements of this kind.
Many such contributions will necessarily fall short
of the ideal, but some will be of sufficient merit to
commend them to the advertiser. An example is
the one used in this issue by the Cincinnati Bell
Telephone Company. This advertisement was de-
signed by Mr. J. H. Stevens, a third ...year co-opera-
tive student in the Commercial Engineering Course.
Naturally, the student contributors do not expect to
compete on even terms with professional advertis-
ing men. T'he attempt to draw up even a brief
simple advertisement gives any amateur increased
respect for the sincerity, the literary and artistic
skill, and the background of history, psychology,
and scientific research which are a necessary part of
the professional advertising man's equipment. At
the same time, however, the effort to create an
acceptable page of advertising copy, whether suc-
cessful or not, is beneficial, in that it is a direct
challenge to the writer's constructive imagination.

Of course, readers are asked to become familiar
with the advertisements in this and future issues, in
order to patronize the advertisers and to vindicate
what we believe is a reasonable claim : that the pur-
chase of space in this magazine is not a donation
but an investment. It is only on this basis that the
A'dvertising Department wishes to solicit patronage.
Another reason why subscribers may be expected
to read advertisements closely is that they will thus
be able to follow the working out of a policy to
make the advertising as interesting and profitable to
the reader as any editorial dep ar trrrerrt of the
magazine.
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nized the justice of their case, and promised that if
possible something would be done. After con-
sidering the matter carefully and conferring with
members or the Student Tribunal, the Dean pro-
posed the hobby hour plan to the students in gen-
eral at a meeting of the Co-op Club. By unani-
mous vote, they decided to give the plan a trial.

The details of the hobby hour schedule and the
types of activities elected have been mentioned
elsewhere and are familiar ,to everyone. Our
present purpose is to point out the reasons behind
the scheme and to suggest some of its possibilities.
It would be a mistake to emphasize too strongly the
special conditions of the co-operative course or the
absence of dormitories as reasons for the adoption
of the hobby hour plan. These were undoubtedly
factors in its origin, but the plan is far more than
an expedient for remedying any set of local cir-
cumstances. In the first place it promises a gain
in efficiency, since a period of recreation is placed
midway between two three-hour periods of inten-
sive study. When the plan was proposed, it was
assumed, according to Dean Schneider's well-known
interpretation of the laws of _fatigue, that this gain
would compensate for the shortening of the sched-
ule. Experience so far has indicated that this as-
sumption was fully justified.

Secondly, the hobby hour scheme officially recog ..
nizes the importance of student activities by making
room for them in the schedule. The value of ath-
letics and many other interests outside the curri-
culum has always been recognized, but often it has
been necessary for students who took part to do so
at a considerable sacrifice. The open .hour gives all
students equal opportunity to engage in student
activities and completely removes the alibi of those
who "haven't the time. tt The equality of the scheme
is further evident in the fact ,that practically no
limit is placed on the number and -variety of hob-
bies for which facilities are provided.

Best of all, the election of hobbies is wholly vol-
untary and the working out of the details is left to
organizations formed by the students and co-oper-
ating with the Student Committee. If the organiza-
tion were formalized by the faculty, with roll-calls
grades and absences, it might look more efficient;
but such an arrangement would really defeat the
whole - purpose of the scheme. The educational
value of the hobbies, and it is great, is directly pro-
portional to the freedom and the spontaneous en-
thusiasm, with 'which the activities are followed.

It is unnecessary to dwell at length on the values
of hobbies and the reasons why they should be en-
couraged. As a form of relaxation, as a means of
keeping enthusiasm alive, they are indispensable.
President Wilson's ability to lay aside burdens for
a time, while he took up golf or limericks or de-
tective stories, enabled him to bear as long as he did
the strain of his big tasks. Theodore Roosevelt's effi-
ciency was all the greater because he could forget
the cares of state while he boxed with Donovan,
played tennis with Jusserand, took a naturalist's
walk with John IBurroughs, or rode any of his other
numerous hobbies. A more local illustration comes
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and educational, it may well be regarded as a most
important forward step, and one the results of which
will be watched with the greatest interest.

POURING A HEAT
By D. M. SMITH, ChI E., '25.

I entered the long mill structure at dusk one
evening a few days after Christmas,-the first to
arrive on the scene after a ten-day enforced holiday.
It was like crossing the threshhold of a tomb. The
raging fires were dead. The thundering mills were
silent. Iwas conscious of an acute depression such
as one feels in the presence of Death.

Shortly afterward, the melter arrived on the
scene, and soon. the great furnaces, one after
the other, began to roar. By ten 0' clock the first
charge was made. Number Four was in action I

All night long within the cherry brick walls of
Number Four the blazing gases rushed over the
'gradually melting mass. All night long the human
pigmy controlling these tremendous forces, with
sweat streaming down his set face and over his bare
chest, stumped on his wooden leg from door to
door ever watchful of his charge.

At five 0' clock a dipper was thust into the
furnace and a test was made. One more hour and
the heat woul d be ready to pour!

Back of. Number Four preparations for the pour-
ing were started. The huge crane set a ladle in the
pit under Number Four's spout. The puffing yard
engine pushed a row of tall, yawning molds into
the mills "depressed track."

Soon all was in readiness. Armed with a long,
sharp-pointed bar and shovel, two of the gang at-
tacked the three-foot thick plug of Dalmonite, which
stops Number Four's tap-hole. They dug away
until the plug was weakened to the breaking point,
while from the other side of the furnace, a long bar
was rammed thru the hole.

Just at daybreak eighty toris of liquid steel
rushed into the, ladle, boiling, seething, filling the
great mill with a blinding light, and showering
hissing sparks far and wide. With the waking
world the mill had come to life.

to mind, which shows that hobbies are useful not
only to great men in active life, but also to stu ..
dents in college. A year or two ago, on the eve ..
ning of a basketball game with Miami, some stu ..
dents happened to pass through the University
lunch room less than a quarter of an hour before
time for the game to start. Sitting at one of the
tables was a prominent Varsity athlete, completely
absorbed in a game of chess. A few minutes later,
he was on the gym floor, playing like a fiend. It
was more than a coincidence that this man was
noted for scholarship as well as for chess and ath ..
letics. His enthusiasm carried over into his work.

It is too soon to draw any conclusions regarding
the practical working out of the hobby hour plan
in the College of Engineering and Commerce. In
fact, the best results of the scheme will not be such
as can be reduced to statistics, since the question is
wholly one of individual reactions. Each man will
know best how much he has profited from the op-
portunity aff'orded him. Already, however, there
are indications that the creative abilities of the stu-
dents are being released in a way that would hardly
be possible under the regular routine schedule. A
Freshman engineering student, for example, is mak-
ing some experiments in the psychology of color
effects. This is one of several strange and original
hobbies that have been proposed.

The hobby hour plan, it may be noted, although
devised for a different purpose, really falls in with
some developments that have been under way for
some time in the College of Engineering and Com-
merce. It is a favorite theory of Dean Schneider's
that cultural training can not be lectured into peo-
ple, but must be acquired largely by contacts and by
voluntary effort on the part of the individual, such
as sketching, browsing in a library, and so on. The
accumulation of a collection of paintings has for
some time amounted to a hobby with the Dean and
the engineering student societies and class organiza ..
tions. Daily ·contact with these works can not fail
to increase the appreciation of students for good art.
SimilarInciclental benefits may be expected to come
from the contacts with music, },iterature and other
things worth while, which the hobby hour will make
possible. Because the plan is thus both recreative
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THE NIGHT' MAIL-AFTER KIPLING
By HOLLIS H. BUSH, E. E., '25.

F or sheer romance, nothing equals night flying.
There is a tang, a thrill about it that makes day
flying, wonderful as it is, seem 'tame in comparison.
The air itself seems to welcome flying at night. It
is a trifle heavier, and wind currents are weaker.
Stormy nights are rare, but even when they occur,
one has only to rise to a level above the storm. As
a rule, the night is so calm as to lure the flier into
its mysterious depths, and charm him with its
quiet beauty.

Aside from its fascination for the aviator, there
are some very practical reasons why night flying
is an inevitable development of the near future.
The air mails have proved so successful that the
early establishment of twenty-four-hour-a-day serv-
ice is inevitable.

The adaptation of left-over army and navy equip-
ment to the air mail service, and its use since the
beginning of the air maii, has been so complete that
over thirty-five planes now fly daily with mail,
covering 8,000 miles a day. From the start of the
service to date, some pilots have flown as much as
two thousands hours, or over 150,000 miles at an
average of nearly 100 miles an hour.:to It is a great
credit to the men of the service to have succeeded
without properly designed mail-carrying planes.
When mail-planes are designed and built for that

:to"Aviation," January 17, 1921.

use alone, much greater economy of operation, and
safety will result. Since the larger portion of the
flying "day" is at night, this means that the greatest
effort will have to be put to night developments.
When one remembers that the United States Air
Mail Service opened in M,ay, 19 18, has grown so
quickly that during the year 1920, more than
1OJ, 000, 000 letters were carried,:to with dispatch,
one must realize that further development is a busi-
ness necessity.f"

Although mail carrying is the most conspicuous
opportunity for the development of night flying,
there are many other activities which will incident-
ally benefit from improvements in this direction.
F or example, even the great conservative banking
institutions are using aviation. The transfer of
bonds and securities by air, it is estimated, will
save thousands of dollars between New York and
Chicago alone and cut time between San Francisco
and New York in half. This will more than double
the money saved to security holders.

F or every present transportation use, flying can
be substituted, and particularly at night. Business
men like to travel by sleeper and transact business
by day. A Chicago man would like to take a
"sleeper" plane, have breakfast in New York, tran-
sact his business in the morning and have supper
at home again that night. 'By train he would just
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reach New York that .night, 'tired, dusty, depressed,
and in no mood to do business. By plane, he
would save an entire day each way.

Imagine the advantage of being able from
Chicago to make a steamer connection in New York
on eight hours' notice. This would be possible
only by plane.

'Border Patrol and Ranger Service find planes
.very convenient in detecting smugglers and bandits.
On the border, particularly Mexican, 'the air is
clear and one can see from a plane over fifty
miles. The highest available lookout can see for
only about fifteen, so the advantage is obvious. At
night, campfires, invisible from the ground, can be
readily picked out from the air.

The military uses of planes at night are so many
and varied that only a brief resume can be given
here. Bombing, scouting, directing fire, harrassing
enemy troops, photography, mapping, naval at ..
tacks, submarine detection or attack, dropping of
depth bombs from air, protection of fleets, dropping
of mines from the air by parachutes, protecting
transports, carriers, colliers, tender ships, and a
wide variety of other uses, present and future, make
the development of night flying a military necessity
and a future certainty.

'Night flying offers peculiar problems to the pilot.
As already noted, the weather conditions at night
are generally much better than by day, and the
actual flying is easier, safer, and vastly more pleas ..
ant. With these advantages, however, come diffi-
culties that must be offset by special precautions.
Once in the air, the utter absence of guiding marks
is a serious handicap. The pilot must fly by com-
pass, and feel his way through 'the air. The per ...
fection of instruments has helped greatly to reduce
the unseen dangers at night. Navigation lights and
meters, airspeed indicators, thermometers for the
radiator and oil systems, luminous dials on all night
meters, drift and wind recorders, gages of all kinds,
inclinometers, barometers,-in fact every possible
type of gage and meter that will help the pilot
navigate and will make his work easier and less
hazardous, is needed for a night-flying plane.

Taking the air and landing are especially diffi ..
cult at night. Distances are very easily misjudged
from the air, and this calls for great caution. Land-
ing without illuminating devices can be accom ..
plished on brilliant moon-lit nights, but as the moon
cannot be depended upon, the pilot must have some
means of lighting up the terrain, controlled from the
navigation cockpit. A slow-burning flare is ob ..
viously the best device; hence, parachute flares
should be fitted to the plane. The objection to
flares, however, is that they cannot be tested with ..
out being used, and powder is at best an uncertain
quantity. This leads to the necessity for electric
lights strearn-Iined into the wings to decrease head
resistance, and lit by current from a storage bat ...
tery or a wind-driven generator mounted on the
fuselage or landing gear. Dependability is, of
prime importance, since the safety of the pilot with
the crew or passengers depends on it. A question
of life or death at night overrules all else, and re ..
liable electric equipment must be provided.

To make sure in case of accident that the point

of landing may be illuminated and the horizon es-
tablished, the wing tips may have flares set off by
percussion or by spark operated by the pilot.
These are purely for emergency, but are sufficient
to show the outline of the field and the area in
front of the plane for about 75 feet. In dry
weather, these create a fire hazard which makes
them undesirable, but they are capable of being
improved to minimize that danger. Since electric
equipment is much simpler, safer, and more de-
pendable, the emergency lights should be electric
and on an independent circuit.

Communication is a serious necessity. Radio is
the best known means, but ·the noise of the motor
and the rush of 'the plane through the air make it
difficult to hear the radio unless the current is ex ...
ceedingly strong. Navy sets can be used to a radius
of three hundred miles at present but with the trans-
ocean flights that are sure to come, a more power-
ful set must be used.

The pilot and his observer must be provided with
a parachute in case of emergency. The Army has
made over 6, 000 tests of parachutes and not once
has one failed to open.

F or cold weather flying, especially at high alti-
tudes, 'the pilots must have electrically heated cloth-
ing. The generator on the plane should be large
enough to supply all demands, without using cur-
rent from the battery, except to start the engine.

A fighting plane must have a device to warm the
action of the machine guns before use. At high
altitudes and in extremely cold weather the oil on
guns becomes sticky and ,the action is sluggish until
the mechanism is warmed up. In an aerial duel a
twentieth of a second means life or death, and when
a determined enemy is shooting bullets at you about
a hundred in a string, then nothing can be left to
chance. Your guns must shoot and shoot straight
and fast.

Planes must be fitted with mufflers to deaden the
noise of the exhaust and to avoid exhaust flame in
the air, as this simply announces your coming and
invites attack. Surprise is one of the most desired
features of an aerial attack, particularly at night,
and anything which helps 'to make the surprise more
complete is a necessity.

All the equipment of a plane adds weight, and
dead weight costs power and speed. Naturally, all
night-flying equipment must be as light and sturdy
as possible. These 'two requirements call for some
very skillful engineering.

lJA,NIDING FIEuDS
In order to extend night flying, the first necessity

is a larger available area for night landing. This
means that the areas used for day landing must be
equipped with suitable lights, There must be flood
lights which can throw a good light around the
limits of the field and yet not reflect into the pilot's
eyes.

Powerful searchlights are also needed, both to
signal 'the plane high in the air, and to cast a broad
beam of light just a little above the ground and
against the wind to show wind direction, and still
not blind the pilot, since he must land against the
wind.



The searchlights must be very mobile, and able
to follow the path of a plane in the air to detect
hostile planes. Defense against aircraft is more
efficient at day than at night; hence landing fields
must have anti-aircraft guns, and plenty of search--
lights, which can be thrown off in a second if nee-
essary. Much greater care is needed at night, since
a single light might disclose the location of a land--
ing field, and thus lead to attack and possible des--
truction of the field.

Commercial fields will have to be much larger
than those used at present, since freight--carrying
planes are much larger and heavier than fighting
planes or mail planes. They need a longer runway
to take the air, and a longer landing path at night.

Light towers or beacons about every fifty or
hundred miles across the country would be of great
benefit in stimulating night commercial flying.
Beacon lights, shining straight up are more useful
to 'high flying ships, since the beam is visible for
nearly a hundred miles on clear nights. while a
beam of like intensity thrown horizontally would
be visible for less than twenty.

Governmental radio service, with stations every
50 or 100 miles would also be of inestimable ben--
efit, but these points must be in the air lanes and
must be shown, on the air lane charts.

On permane~t fields, emergency lighting equip--
ment must be provided in case of accident. Car--
bide lights would serve for emergency lights, as
they are simple and rugged, and cast a ~ood flood
of light over a limited area. The lighthouse or
beacon should be burning all night, especially in
bad weather, to give direction to lost ships or
planes with instruments out of order, or blown off
their course. Hospital equipment should be pro-
vided, as the rnaj ority of accidents happen in land-
ing or taking off, chiefly in landing. This is es-
pecially true at night.

F or military usages, the searchlights must com ..
bine light weight with strength, ready repair, and
accessibility. Speed of operation in setting up as
in "closing the station" and in traveling, is another
essential.

CADILLAC C.--E. "20--K W UNIT"
During the great war the United States govern--

ment developed a very effective 60--inch high in--
tensity searchlight carried on a Cadillac chassis.
The light was made by the General Electric Corn ..
pany, and fitted -to a Ford frame on wheels, so ar ..
ranged that it could sweep the horizon and the air.

The mirror is of highly polished silvered glass,
with an opening in the center for the projecting arc
and the control rods. The current is supplied from
20--k. w. generator mounted on the Cadillac
chassis in the rear of the transmission, and driven
by the engine. The load of the light burning at its
brightest is not quite equal to the work done by the
engine driving the car at its fastest, so it balances
very nicely with the engine. The generator 1S
driven through the transmission and locks the drive
shaft so that the car does not move while the light
is in use. The entire outfit can be set up in a very
few minutes by an experienced crew. The beam is
nearly half a mile long. The car has complete road
equipment, toolboxes for the light, trouble light,
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motor-clriven tire pump, and every other conveni--
ence desired. Three sizes of arc projectors, high,
low, and medium intensity, are provided, one in
the light, the other two in the spare tool boxes.

The light when not in use is run on rails onto the
body of the car and locked into position for road
travel. If desired, the tarpaulin cover carr be re--
moved from the car and the light operated in place
on the truck. The car carries about three hundred
feet of. cable mounted on .drums on the side, which
permits the .light to be left on the edge of a field
and the car run into, a patch of woods so that in
case of a bomb raid .if the light is hit, the car will
not be destroyed.

If the motor of car is running with the generator
in gear, the light can be thrown on or off at a
second's notice. The photographs accompanying
this article show .the light in use during -tests, and
the complete equipment. In ' one view, the set is
ready for action; in the other, it is in use.

UN~IMITED FUTURE
Twenty--one air .rnail planes in use by the 'United

States air mail service have flown more than 1,500,--
000 miles since the establishment of the delivery
system three years ago, according to a statement
made by the information bureau of the postoffice
department. If the first experimental three years
of service show such an astounding growth, what
is the future of the service? It is practically un--
limited. F or example, the peak load of the post
office comes at 'the close of the day's business. The
average business house turns out its mail at the end
of the day. With twenty--four--hour--a--day flying
service, mail dictated at four' p. m. in Chicago
would be read .. in New York 'the next- morning,
assuming prompt delivery to postoffice that after--
noon.

The Air Mail Service is the only part of the post--
office system that did not use up its entire budget
for 1920.:;' That proves economy. With the
planning ·and development of planes just for mail
service, economy of operation will be made' so that
they can actually show a profit.
:;'''Aviation,'' January 17, 1921.
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Executives who have great responsibility must seriously disable any battleship. With a good hit,
save all the time possible. If they can travel by half the amount would sink it. The whole weight
airplane at night, save a day's traveling time, and of explosive can sink two or three ships, with good
thus do business more quickly, they are certain to hits, or at least put the ships out of formation where
do so when reasonable safety is assured. The they can be sunk at leisure.
matter of safety is in the hands of the designers and One plane can carry four 1OOO-lb.bombs of T.
manufacturers, who are rapidly reducing the risks N. T., each capable of great damage. One hundred
of aviation. planes form a tactical group for bombing use. Ten

The limit of possible developments in the rnili- groups of one hundred each can be 'built for the
tary uses of planes only the most imaginative man cost of one battleship. What are the odds? They
would set. Experts believe the next war will be certainly are in favor of the planes!
largely won in the air-and at night! Night ob- It is 'estimated that the protective deck armor of
servation is to be extremely important. A 'squad- the ships of the P'ennsylvania class, carrying three-
ron of planes flying over enemy country at night, inch armor, can be pierced by one 100-pound
dropping parachute flares that will last for ten, bomb from a height of 7,000 feet. At 7,000 feet
fifteen, twenty, or thirty minutes at a time over an most anti-aircraft guns are useless, as their effective
enemy position in a steady stream, never allowing range is little more than 2,500 meters. The bal-
the light to go out, will certainly undermine the listic deck is one or two decks down; the super-
morale of the strongest of troops. The planes will structure has only about one-fourth inch of armor.
not be visible, and <annot be heard, due to muf- The tops of the turret and the funnels, however,
fling the exhaust. The planes can photograph the are well armored.
terraine, and with lenses that magnify. can get a "A direct hit on the deck of any capital ship
clear, true picture from an altitude of thousands of with a hundred-pound bomb would result in break-
feet. ing every light globe on the ship, throwing her into

Movements of troops are generally made at absolute darkness below-decks, disrupt telephone
night. and if transportation points are well lit up, service, radio service and interior communication
it will be difficult to move troops over the terrain at systems, fill fire rooms, engine rooms, and all com-
night without detection. Continual illumination of partments ventilated by a forced draught system
any place is bound to get the nerve of even the with noxious gases, cause shell shock to persons
"hardest-boiled" tr oops. Then, the plain, real within a radius of 300 feet, disrupt ammunition
fright given by a continued bomb;ng is bound to hoists, dislodge or jam turrets, dish upper decks at
destroy the morale of the men. D~fense is much least, kill all persons on upper decks. anti-aircraft
less efficient at night, so the odds are with the planes gun crews, fire-control parties in tops, cause fire
in the air. The bombs are bound to drop to the to break out, explode all anti-aircraft ammunition
ground and will explode with hitting. Even if no on upper decks, and sink or disable the battle-
men are killed. damage to fortifications or equip- ship."~ _ ] t •. _

ment will result which will weaken the offensive l~ I I.
action of the enemy. i

There is nothing so uncanny or weird as a bomb
attack. The readiness with which the Allies de-
veloped their aerial attacks, and the consequent
weakening of the German morale and rapid deteri-
oration of the German offensive spirit upon Amer-
ica's entry into the war with fresh resources and
men, show the concrete result of a definite offensive
air-raid plan.

The Navy is also weaker in defense at night than
by day. On a moonlit night, the wake of a ship is
easily made out thousands of feet up. Recent tests
have shown average pilots to be able to make a
good, average of 42 per cent effective hits out of
tests against ships on the water. When the pilots
are trained for that and the bombs perfected, who SEARCHLIGHT-300,OOO,OOO CANDLEPOWER

knows how far the destruction may go? U. S. MUST LEAD
A one hundred-pound bomb has suffiCIent I h . . . .1..
d t t h· I tIt f b t 'f n t e development of the unlirnit ed p ossibi rtiespower 0 pu a s rp comp e e y ou 0 com a I .. .

t t . k't A' I t b t $50 000 00 of the air ser vrce, the U. S. must take an agressrveno 0 sm I. pane cos s a ou ,. l"d Th . di'vid I . . hI.
fitt d f b b· b t b ttl h· t b t ea . e In IVI ua communities must e p Ine or om ing, u a a es Ip cos s a ou .. L ld bl· h d d' ..
$40 000 000 00 A t ld ff d t I gettIng arr n e S esta IS e an In promotIng avia-, , .. coun ry cou a or 0 ose . Th bl· k I . .
d t d b ttl I b b t tion, e pu IC must ta e a persona Interest Ina ozen or wo ozen a e panes or om ers ' a .. .. . .

. k b ttl h' b t ith f t t t t puttirig this country, which originated the plane, InSIn one a es rp, u WI or y- wo per cen ou ,
f h d d h f . ki th hi h the world s front rank and keep us there. Theo one un re c ances 0 SIn mg e SIp, W 0 • • •

ld t t k th I · f '" government through ItS ra dio ser vrce and beaconwou no a e e pane In pre erence t ..
A · I I f b b· t th Iights, which must be controlled by the govern-SIng e pane or om mg can carry wo ou-

sand pounds of T. N. T., the most violent explosive ~Brigadier General Mitchell, "World's Work,"
ever invented by man. One hundred pounds will April, 192 1.



ment as a measure of precaution in case of a future
war, will greatly aid the private companies in
getting airplanes in use and freight traffic started,
as well as fast passenger and messenger service.
Banks will want safety in transportation of valu-
ables, so aerial police must be developed, fitted with
the fastest of fast planes, and capable of combat
work. The U. S. should not lose sight of the fact
that in our country are a number of highly skilled
pilots, who are not actively flying now but who
could very advantageously train the young men.
Harvard, Princeton, and Yale now have aviation
courses.

THE ROMANICE OF NIGHT FL "{ING
Riding in a plane is an experience well worth

while and once tried is always repeated. Actually
to sail through the air on a warm summer's day,
far above the dust and dirt and smoke of a train
or a road is pleasant beyond all imagining. To see
for fifty miles and know that there are no traffic
cops, no blowouts to mend, no stuffy, dirty trains,
no cinders in the eyes, but instead an ideal travel-
ing method-that is pure pleasure.

It is vastly more pleasant by night, as the air is
smoother and much clearer, there is less smoke in
the atmosphere, and the beauty, charm and en-
chantment of it is intensified by the myriads of
twinkling lights along a river's edge or over a city.
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Now and then the flash of red flames shoots up
from the firebox of a speeding engine to lighten up
the scene. The stars are all out, the heavens seem
near and friendly, just as if one were actually part
of the sky and heavens for a time.

A pencil of gray or silver, a road or river stretch-
es out before you, winding in and out over the
earth. You fly a straight line, saving time and it's
easier. A pair of lights dance far beneath you,
twisting and turning with" the road. Y ou smile as
you rapidly leave the speeding automobile in your
wake, knowing that you will make your distance in
one-third the time of the fastest earth crawler.

The mystery of the air, the unspoilab'le beauty of
the sea are yours. No signboards block your view
of the rivers or lakes, and you' have none of the
disagreeable incidents that mar land travel. You
know your plane is in good condition and you can
climb out of the range of any storm, way up, thou-
sands of feet, ten, fifteen thousand, switching on
the super-charger which gives your engine its full
power at 20,000 feet or even 30,000 if you wish.
You have electrically-heated clothes, warm and
comfortable, and an oxygen mask so that you can
breathe easily. Knowing that you are safe and go-
ing two hundred miles an hour, where can you
duplicate the excitement of such an experience?-
Romance ?-Y au are living it!

CHILI NITRATES
By D. FUENTE,S,Ch. E., '25.

During the world war, two important battles
were fought in the Pacific: one in front of the
Chilean coast; and the other in the neighborhood
of ,the Falkland Islands, between the German and
the English fleets. In the first, a few English
cruisers were saved from destruction; in the second,
the whole German fleet was defeated and sunk,
except one rapid cruiser which managed to get
away.

\Vhy were the English and the Germans so in-
terested in naval operations so far from Europe?
The English were protecting the shipments of nitrate
destined to the allies; the German~ were doing their
best to sink the steamers loaded with the harmless
saltpetre that the allies would transform into dead-
ly explosives to smash the German armies.

When we speak of Chile's nitrate, we seldom
realize the great importance of my country's chief
product in the chemical world and in our every-day
life. A short consideration of several industries
that depend on Chile's saltpetre will give us an idea
of the usefulness of this chemical which at present
constitutes the main article of commerce in Chile.

Sodium nitrate is the source of 58 per cent of
the nitrogenous fertilizers of mineral origin con-
sumed in the world. Although this fact alone
would be enough to indicate the importance of salt-
petre, it is also interesting to know that nearly all
the nitric acid is at present made from Chile's
nitrate. Intimately related to sodium nitrate are
other industries, such as the manufacture of potas-
sium nitrate, gunpowder, nitroglycerine (the basis

of dynamite) and nitrocellulose for high explosives.
The Panama Canal, the Suez Canal, or the mining
industry, would not be possible without the aid of
the high explosives made from Chile saltpetre.

Nitric acid is at present essential in the commer-
cial preparation of sulphuric acid. In this way,
Chile's nitrate has an indirect influence on a number
of industries without which we cannot conceive the
comfortable life we now live. To prove this state-
ment I need only to refer to the millions of tons of
copper produced every year by the leaching pro-
cess which consumes enormous quantities of sul-
phuric acid. We must not forget the manufacture
of hydrochloric acid, of soap by the LeBlanc pro-
cess, and the countless number of other industries
derived from these acids obtained directly or in-
directly from Chile's nitrate of sodium.

As a by-product, not less important than sodium
nitrate itself, iodine, the blessing of the medical
world, is obtained from the mother-liquors used in
refining the crude nitrate. The world's consump-
tion of iodine (600,000 kg. per annum) is supplied
by "that little out-of-the-way country" as it is some-
times called.

Do not think that because saltpetre is a Chilean
product, the capitalists that work the nitrate' beds
are all Chileans. Only a little over 54 per cent
are Chileans; about 30 per cent are English; 7 per
cent Germans (before the war, the Germans had
about 16 per cent); 7 per cent North Americans;
and 2 per cent miscellaneous. The first three
groups are now consolidated into a society of Salt-
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petre Producers (Association de Productores de
Salibre de Chile) which constitutes 91 per cent of
the capital working the nitrate beds of northern
Chile. Owing to the Sherman Anti-Trust Law, the
Americans have not felt. free to join this association,
although to remain outside it is disadvantageous to
them. Not less than 200,000 people depend
directly upon this industry and its auxiliaries.

Although it is impossible to estimate the capital
invested in railroads, water-works, port accommo-
dations, and other annexes of the saltpetre industry,
the capital invested in the refining plant alone is
known to be about $400,000,000.

After realizing the enormous importance of
Chile's nitrate in the world's economy, we naturally
raise these questions: What is the extent of Chile's
resources in nitrate ~ What will happen should this
nitrate be exhausted in the near future ~

The nitrate fields stretch between 190 30' south
latitude and 260 south latitude for about 400 miles,
and at 70 miles from the sea,-from the eastern
slopes of the coastal range to the first spurs of the
Andes, at an average altitude of 2,700 feet above
sea level. This is a barren and desert zone, with-
out vegetation, almost without water, completely
devoid of fuel and of all the comforts of a civilized
life. The growing and prosperous cities, with their
modern sanitary devices; the water-works that carry
the drinking water for even hundreds of miles
through sandy arid land; the magnificent railroad
system that now connects this region with the fertile
valleys of central and southern Chile, speak very
highly of the constancy, intelligence and industry
of the "Saxon Republic," as some writers call Chile.

It is in this zone, where, according to recent
surveys made by government officials, 3,000,000,-
000 hundred-weight of nitrate have been stored by
nature. From the beginning of the industry until
1920, 650,000,000 hundred-weight of nitrate have
been exported, with an estimated value of $3,000,-
000,000 in American gold. The present produc-
tion of nitrate is 30,000,000 hundred-weight per
year, with an estimated value of $ 195,000,000;
therefore, the 3,000,000,000 hundred-weight of
nitrate will last for about one century, at the present
rate of production, and its value will be over
$19,500,000,000.

The Chilean engineer, Daniel Claro Lastarria,
recently investigated the leaching process used in

refining saltpetre, and came to the conclusion that
the lixivia tion process is carried out now, causes a
loss of about 40 per cent of the nitrate in the crude
saltpetre, called "caliche"; another item of loss,
20 per cent of the total amount of nitrate, is orig-
inated in the handling of the "caliche" from the
"pampa" or nitrate bed to the refining plant or
"oficina." Adding these two quantities, we have
a loss of 60 per cent in the whole process of refining
the crude nitrate.

The richer "caliche" is soft and, naturally, is
easily powdered in the blasting of the product and
in its transportation to the refining plant. The 40
per cent loss in the leaching process could be
avoided by stirring the water used during the lixivia-
tion. This would bring about two important de-
sirable results which have been overlooked: the
complete solution of the nitrate by putting it in
contact with the liquid that has not been saturated;
and the evenness of the concentration and tempera-
ture (1 800

) 0f the liquors in the "each uchos" _or
leaching tanks. The crystallization in the "bateas"
or crystallizing pans would thus be more complete
and uniform, and the undissolved nitrate .now
thrown away with the tailings would be reduced to
a minimum. The long boiling :causes the clay
present in the crude nitrate partially to decompose,
and this adheres very closely to the salts with which
it is in contact, and, on being carried down by the
precipitating sodium chloride, it mechanically
carries with it a great per cent of pure nitrate.

The loss would be considerably decreased, just
by stirring the water during the leaching process:
the motion thus produced would cause the com-
plete solution of the nitrate before the clay begins
to coagulate, and, consequently, would decrease
the natural loss to its minimum.

§NITRATES AWAITING SHIPMENT

A great deal has been said about the effect of
nitrogen fixation on the future of Chile's nitrate
industry, but up to the present time no really
serious competitor is to be confronted. Theoretic-
ally, nitrate produced by fixation will eventually
displace Chilean nitrate;" unless the prices of the
natural nitrate come down; but in the commercial
field, the fixation is too expensive, and the product
turned out cannot be as cheap as the Chilean salt-
petre.
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SOME· REJECTED APPLICATIONS TO THE CLUB
OF QUEER TRADES

By H. E. E., C. L. D., L. W. 5., and C. W. P.

A few years ago, it will be remembered, Gilbert
'K. Chesterton suggested the idea of an organiza ...
tion, each member of which earned his living by a
strange and original occupation invented by him ...
self. To show the working out of his idea, he
wrote a collection of stories based on "The Club of
Queer Trades." The requirements for member ...
ship in this mythical organization were very strict,
since a candidate was obliged to show that his occu ..
pation was not only wholly original but also plaus ...
iblyremunerative. As Chesterton put" it, in his
characteristically whimsical way, a man who earned
his living by insuring other men's trouser legs
against dog bites would be pursuing an unusual oc ..
cupation but not an original one, since it would
only be a form of insurance. On the other hand,
said Chesterton, a man who spent all his time in
collecting sardine tins could not qualify, since his
work, although peculiar, would not be remunera ..
tive.

As an exercise in literary invention, if not as a
solution for the unemployment problem, the
second ...year Commercials enrolled in English 62c
undertook to devise qualifications for such an
organization as the one proposed by Chesterton.
In the first set. of credentials offered, many appli-
cants were naturally unsuccessful. Their quest for
a bizarre vocation had led them into Garabed
science or Wallingford ethics. At 'the same time,
even the impractical or unethical suggestions fre-
quently contained a promising sort of literary in ...
genuity that was worthy of a better subject. The
more practical occupations will be withheld, out of
respect for the trade secrets of their inventors" but
a few of the rejected applications will be cited as
examples.

TO AB,OLISH PRIV ATE PROPERTY
IN UMBRELLAS

The first applicant presented his case as follows:
HT 0 explain the nature of my vocation, I wish

to point out briefly the reasons which led me to
adopt it.

"A careful study of people's habits and tastes
with regard to umbrellas convinced me that here
was a profitable field for exploitation. The aver ...
age person greatly dislikes to carry an umbrella
and will take desperate chances with our change-
able climate in order to avoid the nuisance of
carrying a folded umbrella by way of precaution.
Moreover, the owner of an umbrella is never secure
in the possession of his property. People who
regularly pay their grocery bills and their street car
fare apparently have no scruples against picking up
an unguarded rain stick wherever they chance to
find it.

"Now my plan does away with the annoyance
and responsibility of owning an umbrella. In
various parts of the city I have established agencies,
somewhat after the fashion of telephone pay

stations. At these places, which are near enough
together to be conveniently accessible to anyone
who is caught in a shower, cheap but serviceable
umbrellas may be obtained. T'he patron makes a
deposit, takes the umbrella along, and later mails it
back, like a forgotten hotel key. A credit is placed
to his account upon receipt of the borrowed urn ...
brella. The patron has a feeling of security, for he
knows that he is protected against any emergency.
My operating costs are slight, since my stations are
located in drug stores, confectioneries and other
public places."

The Committee on Membership commended the
applicant for the constructive nature of his occupa ...
,tion. He was rated low on originality, however,
and was requested to submit proof other than data
on the average amount of rainfall, to show that his
business was sufficiently profitable to qualify him
for admission.

AN AUTOMOBI,LE LISTENING P'O'S,T"
The next candidate examined was at first thought

to be an ordinary automobile repair man, but he
insisted on being given a hearing. He said:

"The novelty of my work consists not in" the
repairs that are made, but in the manner of their
detection. My place of business is probably known
to some of you by the sign of "The Warning
Rattle," prominently displayed over the street) en ...
trance. In the 'large court yard used for" parking
space, 1 have built a section of corduroy road, The
motorist drives in and passes over the corduroy
section at a good rate of speed. The rattles are
so magnified by the rough driveway that one of my
experts readily locates the source of the rattle and
corrects the trouble with a minimum of delay and
expense to the owner. A railroad man when asked
on examination, 'What is the most important bolt
on an engine?' replied 'The one that's loose,' and
received a promotion for his answer. Our philoso ...
phy is the same with regard to automobiles."

The Committee ruled that the applicant had not
presented a distinctively new occupation, but only
an original method of obtaining business for a com ...
mon type of work.

GOMMERCIAL SABOTAGE?

There Was some dispute as to whether the next
applicant should be given a hearing, since he was
suspected of wishing to propose a frivolous occu-
pation for his own amusement. Finally, it was de..
cided to grant him an opportunity to show whether
he was sincere. He said, "I am employed by the
proprietors of shoe ...shining parlors. My task is to
go about the city and by deft movements to deface
the toes of as many shoes as possible. I am careful
to avoid shoes that are already well shined. My bus .
iness is with those which would be the better for re .
ceiving a bootblack's attention but which are .hardly
disreputable enough to impress this need upon the
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wearer. When I have finished with them, there is
no doubt in anybocly's mind.

"Much of my work is done in street cars of the
type which project the feet of all the passengers
into a center aisle. By moving gradually from strap
to strap through a car, I contrive to leave my mark
upon a large proportion of the shoes which are thus
exposed. It is true that there is an element of risk
in this proceeding, but I find that only extreme
provocation will induce a passenger to rise from
his seat in a crowded car and resent a casual surface
injury such as I inflict. I am protected not only by
the passenger's inertia but also by a habit of polite
apology, which automatically accompanies my
operations. The sensitiveness of people's feet
makes perpetual apology necessary. I had no idea,
until I took up this work, how large a section of the
public is troubled with corns. I may add that in
addition to my own efforts, considerable work is
done by my assistants. These are simple-minded,
awkward souls who are not in my pay and who do
not realize the extent of their usefulness to me. The
clumsy movements of such persons accomplish al-
most as much as my own deliberate skill."

At this point the Committee's amusement gave
way to indignation. Said the Chairman:

"This man's application is either pure fiction,
invented for the purpose of imposing upon us, or
it is an admission of sabotage. He is no better
than the comic supplement beggar who is supposed
to receive a commission from glass manufacturers
in return for smashing windows."

The applicant interposed a feeble objection. "In
encouraging people to shine their shoes I am helping
to raise the general standard of respectability."

uThis case:' said the Chairman, firmly, "is dis-
missed."

NEGA T1VE SAlJESMANSHIP
The last applicant e.xamined at this session, in-

troduced his claim with a bit of business philosophy.
He said: '

"It is a familiar axiom of trade that a salesman
should appeal to the desires, tastes, and sympathies
of his customers, or in other words, that he should
make a pleasing approach. So universally is this
view held that I have taken advantage of a directly
opposite proposition which others have overlooked;
namely, the principle of negative salesmanship. My
idea is to profit by the dislikes and antipathies of
the customer.

F or this purpose I have organized a syndicate

consisting of detectives, a. few lawyers skilled in
damage suits, and a number of book agents, oil
stock salesmen and other equally unpopular trades-
men, The procedure with regard to ,oil stock sales-
men will illustrate our method.

"We obtain a list of persons who have recently
invested, to their sorrow, in wildcat oil stocks. In ...
cidentally, this list is usually a long one. From the
number we select the name of a particularly irrit-
able person. To prepare him properly, we subject
him to a series of petty annoyances. For example,
we leave word for him to call our telephone number
at a certain hour, when we refuse to answer. This
and similar annoyances create in him an attitude ex-
actly opposite to what is commercially known as
'good will.' After haranguing the operator for a
time, he is in a proper mood to receive our repre-
sentative.

"The oil stock salesman now enters and displays
his beautifully engraved certificate-a sort of
Toreador's cape swung before the bull. The natural
reaction is that our patron jumps up and knocks the
salesman down. Our detective is in full view, and
either a successful damage suit or an equally pro-
fitable compromise out of court is the result."

"If the applicant is serious," said the Chairman,
"he has made a most amazing confession of black-
mail, which is in no way excused by his false phil-
osophy of negative salesmanship. If there is any
reason why we should not turn him over forthwith
to the police, I should like to hear it."

The candidate appeared surprised and pained at
the Chairman's comment. "Surely," he said, "you
are mistaken in confusing my calling with the crime
of blackmail. In 'blackmail,· as I understand the
term, a threat is made against the safety or the
reputation of some one, and in return for the re-
moval of the menace, a sum of money is extorted
from him. You will note that in the case of our
occupation, the chief irritation already exists before
we begin operations. Our contribution is to afford
an outlet for our patron's pent-up rage. To provide
such an opportunity is in reality to perform a service
well worth the cost of damages or compromise."

"This app licants perverted ingenuity," declared
the chairman, "is rendered all the more dangerous
to society by reason of his facile logic. Grant him
his premises, and he can prove that any crime is
beneficial. The case is dismissed, and the appli-
cant, or rather, the prisoner, will be detained until
the police arrive." ~\ "

CLOSING TIME
By JAMES M. BERRY, Com. E., '25.

The outline of the machinery, the form of the
workers, and the low cloud of metallic dust which
softens and tones the illuminations from the drop
lights, is accentuated and beautified by the twilight.
The motors hum steadily, the shafting emits its
peculiarly rattling roar, the cast iron its brittle mar-
row-chilling rasp, the steel its crisp pealing sound,
while the men whistle, hum or sing as fancy strikes
them. They seem happy as impatiently they strive
to finish their tasks or as they clean the metallic
scraps from the machines in preparation for the
morrow.

There! The whistle!

The grimy-faced, tired, grinning men scramble
toward the clock to "punch time," and then to
hurry home to "wifey and the kids." The drone
of the motors and clatter of hurried feet gradually
dies away. Each bang of the distant door lessens
the noise, until finally a loud bang, a rattle of the
key in the lock and then,-silence.

Ten minutes before, the shop seethed with action.
Now it is deserted. The tired workmen are gone
to find recreation and rest.
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THE PANAMA CANAL ZONE IN RETROSPECT
By John H. Moffett, Met. E., '21

It has been said that
the accomplishment at
Panama never has been
equaled in the past or
present and probably nev ..
er wHI be equaled in the
future. As a basis for that
statement a good concep ..
tion of the magnitude of
the work may be had
when it is known that the
concrete laid in its struc ..
tures if placed on the av ..
erage city block would
reach a height of 1350 feet, and the earth excavat ..
ed, if piled on a similar base, would tower to the
amazing height of 25,000 feet, or nearly five miles.

It is not my intention to deal with historical or
technical details, because any number of good
works on these phases of the greatest of engineer-
ing projects are available. It is rather 'my purpose
to portray less familiar features which were ob ..
served during five years of employment on the
Isthmus. At the same time I shall endeavor to
clear up some of the inexplicable misconceptions
held by many people.

The Panama Canal lies directly south of Pitts-
burg, and 600 miles north of the equator. It is
1970 miles, or six days, by water from New York,
and 1400 miles or four and one ..half days by boat
from New Orleans. Contrary to the fixed belief of
nearly everybody, the Canal runs in a northwest to
southeast direction, instead of from east to west.
It is unforunate for one to have in his mind the
east-to ..west lay of the land before going to the
Canal. It usually means that for all time, ,the uni-
verse in the Canal Zone has been turned completely
around. This confusion of directions is made more
complete when the visitor stands at the southern end
of the Canal, sees the sun rise out of the waters of
the Pacific, then goes to the northern end only to
see the sun set in the Atlantic. The only recourse
is to despair of regaining a bearing and to decide to
live in a land that is topsy ..turvy. It may be best
at this time to clear up another misconception of the
Canal. The Canal does not cross the Isthmus of
Panama at its narrowest portion. That portion
happens to be 100 miles south in the San BIas prov ..
ince. The Canal does, however, cross the Isthmus
at the most favorable location, in that although the
distance is a little longer than that of the shortest
route, the topography of the land is such that less
excavation was required.

It is often humorously said that the Canal Zone
has two' seasons-the rainy, and the wet. Although
Porto Bello, twenty-six miles north of Colon on the
Atlantic side, is one of the seven rainiest places in
the world, the dry season which extends through
December into April is sometimes devoid of rain.
A visitor in ,the Canal Zone near the end of the
dry season .~ill find that there are other seasons in

SHIPS TIED UP IN GATUNilLAKE BY THE SLIDE OF 1915

addition to the 'rainy and
the wet. The sun ..baked
ground and parched grass
are all the evidence need-
ed to establish a different
conception. Although the
rainfall averages 129 in.
a year at the Atlantic
entrance and about half as
much on the Pacific side,
that does not mean that
'the downpour is continu-
ous during the eight
months' rainy season.
that does not mean there
is a continuous down-

pour during the eight months of the rainy season.
Mlost of the heavy rainfall occurs during the months
of October and November. During the last half of
the rainy season so frequent and intense is the rain-
fall that a very damp, muggy condition is induced.
Shoes, books and clothing mildew so easily that it
is necessary to provide dry closets in the buildings
to preserve them. A dry atmosphere' is maintained
in these closets by burning an ordinary electric lamp
continuously during the wet season. Often new em-
ployees inadvertently leave their cigarettes undis-
turbed on their tables or dressers for a few days
when to their utter amazement on going to the pack-
age again fora smoke find their "pills" covered
with "whiskers," which they term the rank luxuriant
growth of some lower form of vegetation.

People who never have been in the Canal Zone
can hardly be blamed for the conception they have
of the climatic conditions prevailing there. New em-
ployees find the conditions so unlike those to which
they have been accustomed that they are prone to
exaggerate when writing enthusiatic letters to the
folks back home about the deluges that occur on th.e
Isthmus. One new employee sent such vivid ac ..
counts to his family that much to his amazement
and chagrin he received as a Christmas present from
his son a pair of rubber hip boots, at a time when,
even if they had been a necessary adjunct to the
rainy season he could have absolutely no use for
them, for the dry season had started. On the
other hand, old employees have said that when in
construction days the shops were located at Gor-
gona, they used to keep a dry change of clothes at
both ,their quarters and shops. An umbrella in a
torrent of tropical rain is about as useful as a sieve.

Life in the Canal Zone is not without its ad-
vantages, although here as elsewhere, the law of
averages operates to produce equivalent disadvan-
tages. From the economic side, the conditions of a
Canal employee are the best in the world. He lives
above the margin of existence in a community where
everyone has work to do, and is doing it because an
employee losing his position loses his quarters, which
terminates his residence on 'the territory belonging
to th-e United States government. All are on a com-
mon plane. There are no poor and no rich, all are
working for a common employer who generously
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provides for their material requirements. Their
compensation is twenty-five per cent above the rates
paid for similar services in the Navy yards of the
United States. Even the climate is on the credit
side of the economic ledger, to the extent that there
is no expense for winter clothing. The employee is
furnished with bachelor or married quarters as his
condition necessitates. Fuel, light, water, furniture,
medicine, medical attention, hospital care, and even
kindling wood and the mattresses for his beds are
provided as part of his compensation. In addition
he is paid for holidays and a vacation of fifty-one
days each year if he is a wage earner, and sixty-one
days if a salaried employee. T'he difference is to
compensate the employee on a salary basis for over-
time work for which he usually receives, no addi-
tional pay. Seven days of these leave periods are
for travel; consequently an employee spending his
vacation on the Isthmus receives seven days less
leave than he would get had he gone to the United
States or elsewhere. An employee has the addition-
al privilege of accumulating his vacation up to a
maximum of 120 days. When he has accumulated
that amount he ceases to earn additional leave and
must accept the alternative of either reducing his
leave or, if he continues work, of receiving no com-
pensation for the additional leave he would have ac-
cumulated. The purpose of this rule is to force an
employee to take a vacation, since a change from the
enervating climate of the tropics is essential, especi-
ally to one from the northern sections of the United
States. In addition to these perquisites, a new em-
ployee is furnished transportation from the port of
embarkation to the Canal Zone, and if he remains
thirty days in the service is paid for his time spent
in travel. If he loses his position by reduction of
force, or resigns after three years continuous serv-
ice, free transportation to the United States is fur-
nished in addition to payment for all leave accum-
ulated up to the time of his termination of service.
The purpose of these considerations for an em-
ployee is' to some extent to repay him when he
leaves the service for a loss that inevitably occurs
when the transition to the United States is made.
When all the adverse factors surrounding life in the
tropics are considered, these provisions are none
too liberal.

Offsetting the economic advantages thrown
around a Canal employee as an inducement to keep
him in the service, are counterbalancing disadvan-
tages. No employee intends to make the Canal
Zone his permanent home, and indeed it would not
be possible if he did desire to do it. His home does
not belong to him, nor can it ever belong to him.
He cannot drive a nail in his house or plant a flower
in his yard without the permission of the proper
authorities. The incessant hot, sultry climate de-
presses his vitality and initiative. The notorious
round of climate and life so different from that to
which he -has been accustomed places him in a rut
from which he must have unusual qualities to ex-
tricate himself. Spending the first winter in the
tropics is a great experience. One feels as if he
never wanted to see any more ice or snow. The
second winter is not quite so fascinating and after
being -away from the temperate climate another

year or two, one realizes that a changeable climate
has its advantages. One begins to long for a breath
of the clear, crisp air that goes to the bottom when
taken into the lungs. Aside from the enervating
effects of the climate of the Canal Zone, there are
the lack of higher educational advantages; the non ..
participation in political affairs, because there is no
franchise for Canal employees on the Isthmus; the
restricted area in which one feels as if he were im ..
prisoned, a strip of land fifty miles long and one
mile wide, at the two ends of which are the oceans
and on either side the almost impenetrable jungle,
and finally the lack of opportunity as compared with
conditions in the United States. After one has spent
several years in the Canal Zone and returns for per ..
manent residence in the United States he .feels like
a stranger in his own land. His old friends and as-
sociates are gone or scattered. He is out of touch
with investment conditions and industrial progress,
and in fact, has to begin life all over. again.

The Canal Zone is a military reservation with an
administration resembling that of the District of
Columbia. Generally the departments and divisions
are managed by military officers, Under their
jurisdiction is a civil organization covering schools,
courts, club-houses, operation, maintenance, and
sanitation. The two in conjunction operate cattle
ranches, abbatoirs, laundries, ice plants, hotels,
restaurants, commissaries and places of amusement.
In fact, everything ,that enters into the health, living
and recreation of the Canal employees and their
families is made or handled by the organization. It
owns and operates its own steamship line and rail-
road. A typical American organization and com ..
munity has been transplanted to the Tropics where
the peculiar features of that section of the world
have made some slight modifications. To meet
these modifications some unusual and distinctive
features have been brought out. F or example the
dwellings, nearly all of which are frame, have been
built on stilts up and away from the ground to al ..
Iowa free circulation of air as a preventive of damp-
ness and to keep the structures free of breeding
places for insects and rodents. There are no
plastered walls in the frame dwellings, but, although
the studding is left exposed on the inside of the
rooms as in the construction of a barn, the rooms
are kept sanitary and in good condition by painting.
The houses are all built on the same principle and
painted the same color. Instead of doors or win ..
dows, shutters are used in the openings. The build-
ings are usually provided with a spacious porch run-
ning the full length of the front, and covered with
fine copper-wire screening. The simple construc-
tion of the buildings, in addition to being econm ..
ical, is best suited to the climatic conditions in the
tropics. Copper screening must be used because
screening of iron wire, under the ideal condition for
corrosion-a damp, warm air which exists in the
Canal Zone, would not be worth the time' required
to put it in place. The rapidity with which unpro-
tected steel corrodes in the tropics is almost unbe-
lievable. Often the writer has pulled from truss
rods of dump cars pieces of rust scale one-half inch
thick. The roofs of most of the frame structures
are made of corrugated galvanized sheet iron. Re-
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cent construction, however, has used asbestos
shingles which do not require the care that iron roof-
ing does. The realization that one is living on the
Isthmus only temporarily, is emphasized by the
"camping out" appearance of the houses.

Although the bulk of the structures in the Canal
Zone are frame, the most important and largest
buildings, and also a number of dwellings, are of
reinforced concrete and concrete hollow block con-
struction. The administration building is the most
imposing example of this construction. The illu-
stration also 'shows the type of concrete hollow
block structure used for four-family dwellings. It
might be well to tell here what part these dwellings
play in the life of Canal Zone employees. To be
assigned to an apartment in one of these dwellings
an employee must have had service dating back
into the construction period of the Canal, or be on
a salary basis with a minimum well above the or-
dinary salary, or have a family of four or more
children. Anyone of these qualifications entitles
an employee to one of these aristocratic apartments
which contain hardwood floors, plastered walls and
a maid's room. It was interesting to note the scram-
ble from the frame houses to these apartments after
the first group was built and ready for occupancy,
and, when a year or two later the government de-
cided to charge rent of all employees on a scale
reflecting the desirability and convenience of the
quarters, thus placing the concrete type of house
in the highest rent class, how the employees occu-
pying the concrete type began to find them damp,
undesirable and conducive to rheumatism, whereas
the frame house was cooler and more desirable in
all respects. The same type of structure is used in
the buildings of the hospital, which it may be said
incidentally, is the largest and most modern in the
tropics of the world.

The Balboa shops of the Panama Canal are of
modern steel construction and are equipped to
handle any marine work, from the forging to the
turning of the largest propellor shafts. The Canal
was built as a military measure and consequently
equipment is necessary that is capable of handling
any repair work that might arise in connection with
a fleet of modern battleships. With this end in
view, the extensive and modern shops were con-
structed in connection with a 1000-foot dry dock,
large enough to accommodate the largest vessel

afloat. The present plan is to build' new shops on
the Atlantic end to replace the temporary shops
erected in construction days, in addition to a 1200-
foot dry dock. This provision will place shops at
both ends of the Canal, in addition to facilitating
the increasing traffic, some of which does not go
through the Canal, but only touches the termini. The
arrangement will enable vessels to be docked at
either entrance which is necessary when the Canal
is blocked by slides. One of the peculiar features of
the shop buildings is the absence of walls and win-
dows, which are not needed in a warm climate.
In effect, they are only the usual steel column con-
struction supporting a roof. The buildings are,
however, provided with louvers or steel shutters,
which can be closed to keep out a hard, driving
raIn.

To be able to provide an adequate supply of
fresh meat to craft passing through the Canal, the
government has cleared several thousand acres of
jungle bordering the waterway, and has stocked it
with herds of cattle brought from Columbia. Al-
though the heyday of the cowboy has passed in the
United States, it is just dawning for him in the
Canal Zone. Even though they are Spaniards super-
vised by Americans, groups of ten to fifteen of these
pony-riding natives in the characteristic attire of
cowboys coming in from the ranches to get their
money on pay day cannot fail to remind one of the
frontier life as it existed in the United States·.

After the Canal Zone had come under the jur-
isdiction of the United States, all the native in-
habitants were paid for their possessions and were
removed to territory outside its boundaries. The
land, except the small portion devoted to cattle rais-
ing, has reverted to its primitive state. One who is
an ardent hunter would find the Canal Zone ideal,
because the condition to which it has been allowed
to revert has produced an abundant supply of deer,
tapir, wild pigs and turkeys. The purpose of re-
moving the inhabitants from the outlying territory
was to afford an uncontaminated watershed for
Gatun Lake from which the water supply for the
Canal Zone and the cities of the Republic of
Panama is obtained. Military authorities disagree
as to the protection afforded the 'Canal Zone by
allowing the jungle to resume its natural state. Some
authorities contend that instead of giving protec-
tion it would afford a shield from which an enemy
invading the territory by land force could not be
driven.

It requires from eight to ten hours to take a large
m erchant ship through the Canal. Speedy craft like
destroyers have been sent through in about six
hours. The boats are towed through the locks for
a distance of under eighteen miles they run full
steam in Gatun Lake, the largest artificial body of
water in the world. This lake was formed by
throwing a huge dam across the Chagres River. The
lake furnishes all the water for domestic purposes,
hydro-electric powder and lockages of ships. Its
elevation is regulated by spillway gates, which are
closed near the end of the rainy season to increase
the supply of water so that it may be sufficient to
last through the dry season.
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THE LATEST CULEBRA SLIDE

It always will be one of the writer's regrets that
he did not have an opportunity to go to the Canal
during construction days. "Them wuz the days,
boys!" used to be a familiar expression of men who
had gone through the construction period. From
'what the writer saw after that period was over, he
has 'to agree with them. After one has been on the
Canal long enough to appreciate what has been ac ...
complished and the obstacles overcome, he is
astounded that the great task was ever completed
at the low cost of $400,000,000. The problem of
sanitation alone was enough to discourage all but
the most resolute.

What was missed in the construction days was
somewhat compensated for by the great slides of
19 15. These slides blocked the Canal to traffic
for six months, cost the government $10,0·00,000,
and were one of the big factors in the downfall of
the Russian monarchy, because ammunition could
not be quickly dispatched to the eastern terminus of
the Trans-Siberian Railroad. Indirectly, these slides

probably were an important factor involving the
United States in the Great War. ,One of the ques ...
tions most often asked of the writer is whether he
thinks the slides at Panama ever will be stopped.
The reply is in the affirmative, but they may not
be eliminated before the loose earth has found its
natural angle of repose.

In a geological sense, p'anama is an old country.
The ages of weathering processes have softened
much of the rock, leaving a rotten basaltic forma-
tion. The heavy rainfall near the end of the rainy
season lubricates the slopes, on which this 190se for ...
mation rests, to the extent that the overlying weight
of material forces that at the foot down into the
prism, where as in 191 5 slides from both sides met
at the bottom and center and piled up until the
earth blocking the channel reached a height of thirty
feet above the water level. At one time, two strips
of land aggregating seventy-five acres were moving
towards each other from each side of the channel.
While the writer stood on the banks of the Canal
and watched three fifteen ...yard dredges send their
dippers down every minute for each one to bring
up ninety-six barrels of mud, and noted what little
impression they made on the slides he realized the
wisdom of the man who was mainly responsible
for the Canal in the first place, and secondly, was
responsible for its being built on the lock type. If
Theodore Roosevelt had thrown his weight on the
majority side of the engineering commission ap-
pointed to decide on the type of Canal, and it had
been dug as a sea-level type, the problem of hand-
ling the slides that would have resulted almost stag-
gers the imagination. One can hardly conceive of
the effort that would be required to keep clear a
cut 87 feet deeper than Culebra, the one which
caused the trouble in 191 5.

LATERAL EARTH PRESSURE
By JACOB FELD, C. E., M. A., '21.

During the past two years, an apparatus has been
designed and erected on the campus, for the accur-
ate determination of the lateral pressure of semi-
solid and semi-fluid or granular materials. The
p ro blem is a very 'old one. As far back as 1687,
Vauban published theoretical and empirical for-
mulee for the design of military revetments. AI ...
though no older reference has been found, it is
known that the Romans built retaining walls and
fortifications according to some definite rules. The
theories of earth pressure, both from a theoretical
and experimental point of view were developed by
the French military engineers in the 17th and 18th
and early part of the 19th century. The most
notable contributions are those of Couplet (1 727)
and Coulomb (1 773). The theory of the maximum
wedge of pressure, that not the whole mass of earth
behind a 'wall exerts pressure, but only a wedge or
prism having its apex at the heel of the wall, its
base on the surface of the filling material, one
face coinciding with the back of the wall, and the
other face at a slope which is steeper than the
natural repose of the filling material when not re-
tained, is now called Coulomb's theory. It has been FRONT VIEW OF BIN ANE WEIG!II~G ~CA!-;E
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generalized and modified and is at present the best
known and most used theory for the design of re-
taining walls, grain elevators, coal bins, hoppers
and other devices ,to hold or retain materials which
are neither solid nor liquid, but which have some
properties of both the solid and the liquid.

Another theory, based on the mathematical
theory of elasticity, was first enunciated by Rankine
( 1856), and developed by Boussinesq, Scheffler
and ,Levy. Although this group of mathematical
scientists attack the problem in a more rigorous
way than the supporters of the wedge theory, the re-
sulting formulre are too complicated for ordinary
use.

Three things have to be found for the complete
determination of earth pressure.

1. Its magnitude, which may vary from that of a
fluid having a specific gravity equal to that of the

was contructed· by the University of Cincinnati.
The design of the apparatus was conceived by G.
M. Braune, late Professor of Civil Engineering, and
C. C. Myers, one time Professor of Industrial Engi-
neering; the details of ,the design have been worked
out by B. H. Wulkoetter, Fellow in Civil Engineer-
ing (1916-1917,) and the writer (1919-1921), the
latter being responsible for the present design and
for the successful installation of the apparatus. Tests
were begun in May, 1920, and are being continued.
The description of the apparatus and a report of the
first set of tests appeared in "Engineering News-
Record," August 25, 1921, Vol. 87, pp. 314-6.

The method of obtaining the pressure of earth, or
any other granular material, is to measure the hor-
izontal and vertical components of the actions of
the granular material on a "free body." The
wooden wall, 5 ft. wide and 6 ft. high, fits into the

ELEVATIONS OF TEST APPARTUS, AND ESSENTIAL DETAILS

filling material to that of a solid, which is self sup-
porting and excerts no lateral pressure.

2. Its direction. Rankine's theory (for the case
of a vertical wall) gives a direction always parallel
to the top surface. Coulomb, for the same case,
assumes a horizontal pressure. Most of the modern
theories assume that the earth pressure is inclined
to the back of the wall, the angle of inclination be-
ing usually taken equal to the angle of friction be-
tween the ea~th and the wall.

3. Its point of application. Although usually
assumed as one-third of the height, analagous to the
case of hydrostatic pressure, experiments show that
the point of app lication is above the third point.
T 0 establish a correlation between the present
earth-pressure theories and the actual existing pres-
sures, an apparatus to determine these three factors

open front of a concrete bin, 5 ft. wide and 9 ft.
long, 6 ft. high at the front and 12 ft. high at the
rear. The vertical action of the earth upon this wall
is transmitted by two vertical rods to 2000-lb. plat-
form scales and there registered. The horizontal
action is measured on three 1000-lb. scales, one of
which receives the part 'taken by the top of the wall,
the other two, each receives half of the action at the
bottom of the wall. It is therefore possible to de-
termine the total horizontal and vertical compo-
nents, the direction of the pressure, which is the ratio
of vertical to horizontal action, and the point of
application, found from the percentage of the total
horizontal pressure taken by the top support.
Special attachments to the scales allow the limita-
tion of excessive movements of the gate. Theoret-
ically some displacement is necessary for the regis-
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tering of pressures; and the maximum movements
allowed are one two-thousandths inches vertically
and one four-thousandths inches horizontally. Such
small values prevent disturbance of the positions of
grains behind the wall. Previous experimenters
have had difficulty in controlling the movements of
the wall.

This apparatus is by far the largest ever designed
and built. The closest to it, is that used by Muller-
Breslau (1906) with a gate 750 mm. high by 101 5
mm. wide (29.6 in. by 40 in.). Many sets of ex-
periments have been conducted since those of
Vauban (1687), but the results were not applic-
able, either because of the small scale apparatus,
or theoretical errors in the design. The present

apparatus tends to approximate as closely as pos-
sible the actual condition of a retaining wall, and
has proven' to be very consistent in its data. An
extensive set of tests has been outlined, covering
different cases, with variations in the kind of mate-
rial, inclination of the wall, method of filling and the
surface of the wall. The data so far obtained, to-
gether with those obtained this 'year, under the
guidance of E. D. Gilman, Assistant Professor of
Civil Engineering, will be submitted this year as a
thesis for the Doctor of Philosophy degree by the
writer. An estimate of the length of time necessary
to complete the tests is hard to give, because of the
enormous amount of work required for each set
and the possibilities of the apparatus.

AVIATION DEVELOPMENT SINCE THE WAR\

By J. MACKENZIE MILL,ER.

The signing of the armistice in November, 191 8,
made available for private enterprise the capital,
labor, and engineering personnel tied up in war-
time aircraft production. Private companies
turned their attention to the possibilities of com-
mercial aviation, and to the task of correcting the
defects of aviation equipment that could not be
considered during the rush of wartime p roduotio n.

Accordingly, numerous companies have been
incorporated, both here and abroad, for the trans-
portation of passengers by air. Although a large

number of these companies have failed, others
have managed to weather the inevitable difficulties
encountered in an infant industry.

Three companies are operating successfully in
F,rance, and several others are maintaining regular
schedules between London and Paris. For the
latter service, the Vickers- Vimy and Handley-Page
bombers have been converted into a type of aerial
bus and are provided with 'comfortable chairs,
reading matter, and all conveniences to be found
in a Pullman car. The trip is made in two or two
and one-half hours, at a charge of 500 francs; the

LAWSON AIR LINE TRANSPORT
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trip by rail and boat requires eight or nine hours,
with a charge of 300 francs.

An Amerioan pilot, in making the trip from
London to Palris and return, was especially im ..
pressed by the lumbering clumsiness of the aerial
bus in taking off, and in attaining altitude. The
Vickers ..Vimy bus has a speed range of only twelve
miles an hour, that is, from a landing speed of
sixty miles to a maximum speed 'of 72 miles an
hour. Safety 'is th er eby sacrificed, and difficulties
are encountered in landing on small fields whenever
a bus runs into a fog riear London.

One of the most popular air lines 'at the present
time is that between Key West, Florida, and
Havana, Cuba. Whether 'this popularity is due en ..
tirely to the quality of the pilots and ships, and to
the efficiency of the service rendered, is an open
question. The largest plane built for commercial
purposes, at the present time is the Caproni triplex
trip lane, driven by eight Liberty engines, and cap ..
able of carrying one hundred passengers.

In this country, the d evel oprnent of commercial
aviation is hindered by the failure of cities to pro ..
vide landing fields. This neglect may be due in
part to the public's exaggerated idea of what should
constitute a landing field. The popular conception,
doubtless, is based on the large fields and extensive
buildings and equipment used by the government
for army 'training purposes. Any comparatively
smooth field, devoid of fences or other obstructions,
and with a telephone near by, would provide a
safe landing place for a ship in case of trouble or

for the purpose of transacting business in the city.
The need for landing fields at short intervals as a
safety measure, decreases as the reliability and
capacity of engine and ship increase,

ENGINE DEVEL,OPMENT
Engine development has been along five lines:

1. Increase in the size and power of units.
2. Means for maintaining ,the power output at high

altitudes.
3. The use of doped fuels and h·jgher compression

ratios as a means for increasing the power
· output per unit of displacement.
S. The refinement of details.
6. The refinement of -the air-co oled engine, es-

pecially in the, larger sizes.
At the ,time the armistice was signed, only a few

engines of 500 h. p. or over had been built. The
need for a larger power unit has become apparent
since, the advent of the larger ships for 'bombing
purposes during the war, and since adaptation of
these types for commercial passenger-carrying
buses. .

The English have developed with great secrecy
an "X" type of engine, the Napier Cub, which has
four banks of four cylinders each, two banks being
above and two banks below, the crankcase. This
engine is said to have developed 1000 h. p. at
normal speed. The Engineering Division of the
air service has developed and is testing a 700 h. p.
engine of 18 cylinders, arranged in three rows of
six each. This engine, which weighs 1,700 pounds,
promises to give excellent results.
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The horse power of the average aviation engine,
such as the Liberty "1 2," decreases more than 50
per cent in rising from sea level to an altitude of
20,000 feet. This loss of power is due to the de-
creased density of the air at high altitudes, the
power output being d'irectly proportional to the air
density, The volume of air taken into the cylinder
is nearly constant at all ;altitudes, but as the density
decreases, the actual weight of the oxygen drawn
into ,the cylinder is diminished proportionately; the
amount of fuel burned is correspondingly less, and
consequently, the power output is decreased.

Th,is loss has been overcome by constructing
over-climerisionecl high compression engines, and by
the use of super-charges on standard engines.

The super-charger compresses the air to sea level
conditions of pressure and density before it enters
the carburetor of the engine. The exhaust-driven
centrifugal 'type of super-charger has proved to be
the most successful, When operating. at an alti-
tude of 30,000 feet, the super-charger requires
about 22 per cent of the power developed by the
engine at sea level. The actual brake horse power
of the super-charged engine at this altitude drops
to 85 per cent of the value at sea level, whereas the
engine with no super-charger drops to 33 per cent'
of the power developed at sea level.

If an engine of standard design, such as the
"Liberty 12" or the "Packard 1116, " be altered by
installing larger cylinders with a higher compres-
sion ratio, and the proper throttle stops to prevent
the engine from being operated at full power or
with wide open throttle at ground level, additional
power is made available at high altitudes when
the throttle is opened up wide. This modified de-
sign is known as an over-dimensioned or over-corn-
pressed engine. The throttle stops must be S'O

arranged that the power developed at ground level
is no greater than that of the standard engine.
Otherwise, the crank case, crankshaft, connecting
rods, and other parts which have not been en-
larged or strengthened in the modified design, are
very likely to be over-stressed; moreover, proper
arrangement of the stops prevents trouble from
detonation due to high ·compression.

Additional power may be produced by increas-
ing the compression ratio only, but if a certain
value (approximately 5.5' to 2 for most engines),
be exceeded, trouble is immediately caused by pre-
ig'nitiori and detonation, unless precautions are
taken to prevent it. By the use of a mixture of
about five per cent Aniline, Xylidine, or Ortb otol-
uiclirie, with ordinary aviation gasoline, the tend-
ency to detonate is gr eatjy reduced, and higher
compression ra'tios may be used. These com-
pounds, and others in ,the same class, called "ariti-
knock" compounds, simply alter the character of
the combustion in the cylinder.

Many details of the service type engines of war
days were poorly designed, especially from the
standpoin'tof accessibility. In the newer types of
engines, this item has been given close attention.
The magnetos or distributor heads have been placed
so that ,they may be removed for inspection
or 'repairecl without interference from the fire wall,
and without the necessity 'of removing the engine

from the ship. It is more feasible, by making them
of an inverted type, to place the carburetors in an
accessible position on Itop of the manifolds, instead
of in the vee below the manifolds. The fire hazard
from backfiring has been reduced in some cases by
placing the carburetors on ,the bottom of the crank-
case, with the air scoop outside the cowling of the
plane.

The difficulties in the design of large sized air-
cooled engines are chiefly th ose' of cooling, and, in
the rotary type, nf caring for the centrifugal forces.
It is evident that as the bore is increased, the area
of cylinder surface -per ~nit of displacement avail-
able for cooling decreases very· rapidly. The
higher temperatures from deficient or uneven cool-
ing cause troubles with burned piston heads, piston
rings, spark plugs, and exhaust valves.

AIRPLANE DEVELOPMENT
One of the disadvantages of the airplane for

commercial or personal use is the necessity for a
large space in landing and taking off. Considerable
work has been done by designers in an effort to re-
duce .the Iarid'ing speed, and ,therefore the length
of roll after landing, without diminishing the flyinP"
speed. The reversible-pitch propeller has been
used w-ith great success to bring about this result.
As the name indicates, the pitch may be varied or
reversed by the pilot at any time during flight. In
making a landing, the engine is throttle down in the
usual manner, and as the plane touches the ground,
,the propeller is reversed and the engine throttle is
opened, thus producing a thrust which tends to
stop the plane.

The same effect is produced by the use of planes
with a variable wing area. This is accomplished
by the use of auxiliary surfaces which telescope
into ,the main wings during flight, and which may
be proj ected when ,the flier is ready to make a land-
ing. Thus a larger supp or ting surface, with a con-
sequent slow landing speed, is provided.

A variable camber wing has also been designed,
the wing in flight being flat so as to give a small lift
drag coefficient. In landing, the pilot adjusts the
wing Ito the best camber or curvature so as to give
the maximum lift-drag coefficient.

The all-metal plane, such as the German Junker,
now being sold in this country by· the J. Larson
Company, is an excellent example of the rno re
rugged type of plane. The entire covering of the
fuselage and wings is of corrugated Duralumin.
Thick wing sections with internal bracings are used
on this plane, giving it a very clean appearance.
This type of construction is very light, and is rapidly
being developed to a degree of efficiency almost
equal to that of the thin sections now used.

It is not too much to say that the majority of the
above-mentioned details will be perfected in the
near future, and that an all-metal plane, unaffected
by weather conditions, and equipped with a rugged,
accessible engine, and a fuselage accommodating
several passengers, will be available at a price not
exceeding 3, 000 dollars. As a result, flying will
doubtless receive an impetus comparable to that of
automobiling, some fiflteen years ago.
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VARSITY
FOOTBAL.L

By W. B. BAlLOON, M. E., '24.

To have seen this year's Varsity foot-
ball squad in action is to know that
Cincinnati's pet dream-that of a suc-
cessful gridiron machine-is at last to
be realized in fact. The results of
constant planning and working on the
part of the coaches are taking tangible
form, as is evidenced by the newly en-
larged stadium, the re-graded and re-
sodded field, the husky, healthy ap-
pearance of the players, the formidable
schedule arranged for them, and the
general feeling of optimism and confi-
dence prevailing throughout the Uni-
versity.

Not since the days of undefeated S.
A. T. ·C. champions has U. C. had a
combination which in all phases of the
game looked quite as good as the pres-
ent one. The big first-week turnout
has thinned down to a permanent
squad, of forty men, of whom thirty
are carried as regulars and substitutes,
fit and trained to jump into the game
at a word from the coaches. Of
these players more than twenty are co-
operative students of the engineering
college.

These men--these sturdy sons of U. C., in their
loyalty to Varsity and their love for the most
popular of all college spor'ts, have given themselves
and their time almost "without stint or limit" to
the building of a winning team. Since Coach
Chambers issued the call for spring practice, they
have been training, dieting and practicing faith-
fully in order to be able to give to the coaches and
to the school their best work during the season
now at hand.

'Coach Chambers, as head coach and Director of
Athletics, has always been lra ndicapp ed in the
developmen't of his teams by the ruling of the Ohio
Conference Athletic Association which prohibits
training tables. With the co-op eration of the
university cafeteria, however, this year's Coach has
been able to have the proper food served to. the
players, who eat there. The old familiar Y. M.
C. A. hut, on the campus near the tennis courts,
has also been turned to good advantage for the
benefit of the team. It has, been supplied with cots
and bedding and furniture, and here the football

"ALL HAIL, COACH!"

men sleep and study under the constant vigilance
of Coach Weber, the newall-year assistant in major
sports. Weber, who while at Colgate was all-
American guard for three successive years, besides
being on the track and basket-ball teams, brought
with him a fund of new ideas from the big Eastern
colleges, and these, combined with our own
"Miracle Man's" bag of tricks, have served to
develop our gladiators-of-the-pigskin into such
superb physical condition as to be a frequent subject
of campus conversation.

"The team" is receiving its full share of interest
these days" from the halls of McMicken to the
"bumming room" of the engineering building, and
from the archives of the law school downtown to
the laboratories of the medical college. Even the
city, never an enthusiastic college town, is taking
notice, as manifested by the attention of the news-
papers and the attenclance of "town folks" at
Varsity games. And Frank Crolley, Varsity's
popular captain, has every confidence in his team's
ability Ito justify its existenc.e-tha,t is, to win games
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and bring to the school that honor and homage
always accorded to a victorious football team.

The team is one of speed rather than weight.
Captain 'Crolley, at quarter, is an excellent field
general and carries the ball well in open-field
running; he has a good substitute in "Percy" Fitz-
gerald. "Mike" Palmer, 1920 All-Ohio fullback,
is a veritable human battering-ram on the offensive,
and a sure tackler. "Fritz" S'chierloh, basket-ball
captain, "Heinie" Brunhoff, Pichel, and Kieth of
last year's squad are all good defensive players,
Brunhoff being known for his hard tackling.
Damus, a former Marshall College star, has won
a place on the backfield by his aggressiveness and
clever open-field running, and is developing into
a reliable pun'ter. Gabriel, crack lineman of the
Frosh team last .fall, is playing well in the backfield
for Varsity.

With p ra ctical ly no experienced men to start
with, the coaches are building up a line that looks
particularly good. "Tank" Fratz, former All-Ohio
back, has been shifted up to tackle to pair with
Iber, Ithe 190-1b. wrestling champ. "Tank's"
ability to carry ,the ball and make gains thru the
line will be utilized in full. "Big Joe" Linneman,
a three-letter man and former fullback, now adds
weight to the line at end, and is still able to swap
punts with the best kickers in ,the state, as well as
toss forward passes where and when they are
needed. "Bill" MackIe, crack wrestler, is giving
Meyers and Kratt of last year's team a battle for
the other regular berth at end. With "Fighting
Bob" Sarvis of ,the 1919 team back, and Higgins

also available, last year's vulnerable spot at center
is effectively fortified.

During the season now under way, our team is
facing one of the stiffest schedules in Cincinnati's
football history. In the opening game Toledo
University was ftaken into camp to the tune of a
20-0 drubbing, but all of the remaining games
promise Ito furnish unusually stubborn competition.
Baldwin-Wallace presented a clang erous offense,
but barring a fluke, the be~rca'ts proved strong on
the defensive. In 1920, the Kentucky-Wesleyan
game was decided by one point, and an another
close game is expected this year. The ,Ohio Con-
ference games are with Wittenberg, Ohio Univer-
sity, Denison, - and Miami, all of whom expect to
have the best teams in their history. Undoubtedly
Cincinnati's hardest games are with the West Vir-
ginia Mountaineers arid the Panthe~s of Pittsburgh
University. These teams rank among the very
best in the country; in fact, Pittsburgh's defeat of
the powerful Penn State machine was a classic of
the 1920 season. .

The traditional l1han,ksgiving Day game with
Miami University will-God willing-be held on
the home field as usual, and as usual, the Univer-
sity of Cincinnati, from "Prexy" Hicks and Dean
Schneider down to the lowliest sub or water-boy,
will be on hand, till even the new sections of 'the
stadium at Carson Field are filled to overflowing.
And as the boys in the red arid black, and Coach
in his familiar leather coat, sit on ,the long bench,
blanketed against the cold, yet hot and eager to be
up and fighting, we want to let them know that
the U.C. engineers-the Co~ops----Jare with them,
are with anybody, now and always-for Vp.rsi,tyll

WUXTREE
By N,ORMAN FEHL, Ch. E., '25.

The editorial room hummed with suppressed
anxiety that was rendered more tense by the click
and rattle of typewriters and telegraph instruments.
A small crowd of men was gathered about the city
editor's desk, nervously blowing out clouds of blue
smoke, awaiting the words that would hurl them
into action. The boss in a swivel chair in their
midst tightened his grasp upon a stub of pencil in
his hand, and gazing intently into the transmitter,
shouted, "Game over! Giants take series ["

The typewriters that had lulled their clatter burst
forth with renewed effort. -Copy boys dashed to
and fro and inter-department mail tubes banged
and snapped. The linotype operators, who had
already made up the greater part of the story, were
finishing at top speed. The composers patiently
adj usted their frames, putting in the new lines.

As soon as the composition was locked, it took
a rapid journey to the press room. Here men
stripped to the waist, their shoulders shining with
perspiration, seized the frame with eager hands.
The mats were quickly put into place and the whole
slid into the steaming jaws of the press.' Slowly
the great jaws closed with the hiss of escaping
'steam, only to arise in a few moments. The frame

and negative came rolling from the press like a bar
in a blooming mill: The frame was soon broken
and the negative sent to heat treatment. The boys
in the linotype, composing and press room 'relaxed;
their work was done.

Below, men with jerky nervous movements in-
spected their huge presses, adding a drop of oil or
regulating the flow of ink. Over in the heat treat-
ment room they were making the huge lead sector
of the rotor. After the molten lead had solidified
deft hands trimmed off the rough edges and pro-
jections that woujd tear the paper. A young press-
room giant seized the finished rotor and stumbled
up the little ladder on side of the press. In a
twinkling the rotor was fastened in place, and the
old man was giving the signal to "Let ' er roll." A
few sharp flashes of electricity, and the great press
was under way. The groan of straining gears soon
changed to a high falsetto shriek that in turn be-
came deafening.

"Five hundred," shouted the man at the record-
ere The press was at her capacity. The finished
papers dropped like chaff on the conveyor. Out
on the street the boys were waiting, eager to break
loose, run down the street, and shout, "Yea awr,
Basball Uxtree 1"
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CAMPUS HAPPENINGS

With the departure of Prof. G. M. Braune, head
of the Civil Engineering 'Department, and Mr. H.
F. Janda, of the Co-ordination Department, sev-
eral changes in the Civil Engineering staff have
been necessitated this year. Dean Schneider is a't
present in charge of the depar tmerrt and Mr. Ralph
Langenheim has taken the place of Mr. Janda.
Mr. Bart ]. Shine has also been transferred from
the Mlechanical to the Civil Engineering Depart-
ment Ito assist Dean Schneider.

---
Football men are required to occupy quarters

at the Y. M. C. A. hut, according to a new plan
which has been inaugurated at the University by
Coach Boyd Chambers this year. The new system
enables the coach to enforce training rules both as
regards diet and time of sleeping.

Cots in the uy" hut are furnished free of charge
to the players, who provide bedding and other
necessities. Meals are furnished at cost which"
amounts to about 90 cents a day. The plan, while
new here, resembles that which has become a part
of the regular training schedule at other schools.

---
A drive to increase membership in the University

branch of the Y. M. ,C. A. to five hundred will be
made this year under the leadership of Fred Hoeh-
ler and EddieStrietlemeier, "Y" secretaries. It is
pointed out that the Y. M. C. A. is the only organ-
ization of male students including all the colleges
of the University, and that as such it may form the
nucleus of a Student Union. Helping needy out-
of-town students and visiting the sick in boarding
houses and hospitals are among the social service
activities of the local "Y."

---
Several local concerts, similar to that given last

season with Miss Cyrena Van Gordon of the Chi-
cago IOpera Com.pany as soloist, are being planned
by the University Glee Club. An extended trip
during the latter part of the year is also anticipated.

The club is under the leadership of James Bea-
man with Byron B. Minnium as manager. Mr.
Will R. Reeves is serving for third successive year
as its director.

---
With enclosed space now available for a campus

rifle range, permission for its establishment has been
obtained by Major Guthrie from the city authorities.
It is proposed Ito locate the range under the south
section of the Stadium. Space will be sufficient for
the use of the regular army rifle with reduced
charge, as well :as pistol, revolver, and 22-calibre
rifle.

The range. which will be under the direction of
the R. O. T. C., will provide for an additional
Hobby Hour activity. The turnout at last year's
shooting match justifies the prediction that a Hobby
Hour Gun Club will prove popular with University
students. Plans~re also under way 'to establish a
F aculty Gun Club.

---
Two arid one-half new sections of the Sta.dium

are rapidly nearing completion. The new addi-
tion comprises sections 0-0, E-E, and part of F-F,
and is located at the southern end of the west side
of the Stadium. The additions, when completed,
will provide for an increase of 1,000 in the seating
capacity of the local "coliseum." It is hoped that
with the new sections a crowd of four thousand
can be accommodated with seats affording a good
view of the entire athletic field.

---
Nine hundred and sixty students, a slight increase

over the total for 1920, have registered this year
in the 'College of Engineering and Commerce, An
additional registration of forty students would mean
that attendance has exactly doubled in the last five
years. Totals for 192 1 and for the last five-year
period follow:

1916 500 1919 841
1917 452 1920 950
1918 426 1921 960

Electrical and Mechanical Departments lead in
enrollment this year with 218 and 204 students
respectively. Civils number 189, Commercials,
187, and Chemicals 162. Enrollment by classes is
as follows:

First year 333
Second year . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 241
Third year 176
Fourth year 129
Fifth year . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 77

---
Following the success of the Military Section in

the 192 1 'Cincinnatian, the announcement has been
made by William Rom'aine, this year's editor, that
instead of a subdivision under the activity depart-
ment, a complete section to be compiled under the
supervision of Major 'Guthrie will be devoted to
military affairs in the year-book for 1922.

Edward Larson, who collected the R. O. T. C.
material for the 192 1 annual, has been made an
associate editor with the title of Military Editor.
The appointment was made at a meeting of faculty
and student representatives last May, but was not
made public at the time, owing to changes in plans
for this year that were ,then under consideration.
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A "CLOSE~UP" OF PRESIDENT HICKS
For the benefit especially of the alumni readers

and the new students, The Co-operative Engineer
is glad to publish the following sketch of the Uni-
versity's new president.

Frederick Charles Hicks, President of the Uni-
versity of Cincinnati, was born in the village of
Capac, Michigan, January 1, 1863, the son of a
Methodist minister. His parents, although in
humble circumstances, were determined that their
children should receive the best education obtain-
able. Their insistence upon regular attendance and
diligent study was one of the two potent factors in
their son's public school training. T1he other factor
was the discipline of Latin, Greek, and mathematics
provided by the curriculum. As a result of this ex-
perience, Dr. Hicks, notwithstanding his later con-
nection with commercial training, has always been
a firm believer in the classical idea of education,
with its simple, direct challenge to the student's
mental .powers. Such instruction he regards as the
best foundation, both for sound scholarship and for
practical activities of life.

His ambition, upon leaving high school, was to
become a lawyer; but, urged by his parents, he de-
cided that instead of beginning directly in a law
office, he would go through college first. He en-
tered the University of Michigan in 1880. Notwith-
standing the sacrifices of his parents, he was obliged
to earn a considerable part of his expenses. He did
this by working at various odd jobs, ranging from
pitching hay to making meteorological observations.
He also found it necessary to drop out of college at
intervals, dur ing which he earned money by teach-
ing and by various forms of business activity. Al-
though the completion of his course was thus de-
layed by two years, he later felt that the work done
as a means of putting himself through college had a
decided value of its own. Referring to this phase
of his training, Dr. Hicks said in a recent address:
"Americanism means to me, more than anything
else, the almost unlimited opportunity of a poor
boy in this country to realize his ambition, provided
he is willing to work."

At the close of his sophomore year in college,
Dr. Hicks decided to complete his course on what
was known as the "university system," whereby a
student confined himself to a major subject and two
minors during his junior and senior years. His
major study, English History, brought him into
close contact with Professor 'Charles Kendall
Adams, who, he says, exerted a greater influence
on him than any other instructor. One of his minors
was English Literature. It was on the advice of
Professor Adams that Dr. Hicks rather reluctantly
made his second minor Political Economy, the sub-
j ect that was later to receive his pr incipa] attention.

After graduation, Dr. Hicks taught s.chool for
two years, as principal of the Laporte, Indiana,
High School, under W. N. Hailman, the pioneer
Froebel advocate in America. During this period,
he decided to return to the University of Michigan
for graduate study in Economics. After receiving

his Ph. D. degree, in 1890, Dr. Hicks remained for
one year as Instructor in Economics at the Univer-
sity of Michigan.

In 1891, he was appointed to the newly estab-
lished chair of History and Political Economy at
the University of Missouri. This college, like many
others at the time, suffered from fixed traditions of
political affiliation required of its faculty. The
appointment of Dr. Hicks was notable as a depar-
ture from the rule, in that, although the question
was raised, he was left entirely free both as to
economic views and as to party affiliation.

It was to be expected that his characteristic iri-
dependence and his unwillingness to sidestep live
issues should cause him to offend some politically
sensitive persons. At one time, as a result of his
frank discussion of current monetary questions, he
became the storm center in a controversy over
academic freedom-good training for a future col-
lege president. Since the opposition could rio:
question this right to independence of view, they
accused him of unp rofessio nal methods of express-
ing his conclusions,-a charge of which he was
formally acquitted.

His educational experience at the University of
Missouri was fruitful. As director of the University's
affiliation with the public schools, he was in a posi-
tion to share his knowledge of the renowned
Michigan public school system. He did his turn at
college administrative work also, serving for a time
as Dean of the College of Liberal Arts.

In 1900 he was appointed as first occupant of the
chair of Economics at the University or Cincinnati.
This position, although at that time less desirable
in some respects than the one at Missouri, gave him
the opportunity he had long wished, to study prac-
tical economic problems in a large business center. In
addition to his class-room work, he has made it a
rule always to maintain close relations with business
men. It was he, for example, who was chosen to
prepare the plea for the establishment of a Federal
'Reserve Bank at Cincinnati. On~e of his most sig-
nificant c~ntributions to the solution of practical
problems in economics was a study of transporta-
tion which he made for the Ordnance Department
during the war. This work, for which he was called
to Washington, included an analysis of the relation
between the transportation systems of the country
and the production and distribution of ordnance
supplies.

Soon after Dr. Hicks became connected with the
University of Cincinnati, he was asked by a group
of young business men to give an evening course in
Economics. He consented all the more readily be-
cause of his belief that the opportunity for univer-

. sity education should be extended as far as pos-
sible to all those who were qualified and willing to
take advantage of it. This course later led to the
development of an evening School of Commerce
under the auspices of the local chapter of the Amer-
ican Institute of Banking. This school, in turn, be-
came. the nucleus of a College of Commerce at the
University of Cincinnati both for day and evening
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students, which was established in 1912, with Dr.
Hicks as its first Dean. At the same tirne the
alumni of the Cincinnati Night High Schools, some
of whom had been students in the evening School
of Commerce, obtained the consent of the Univer-
sity to open an evening session of the College of
Liberal Arts. In recognition of his part in ericour-
aging this movement, Dr. Hicks was appointed the
first Supervisor of Evening Courses.

His administrative experience at the University
has been varied. He was at one time Dean of the
College of Liberal Arts, and has always been active
on committees for determining educational policy.
In this connection, it may be noted that he was one
of the first to encourage the adoption of the
Schneider plan of co-op erativ e training in engineer-
ing. As one of the Trustees of the Student Activ~
ity Fund, he has been in close touch with under ..
graduate life outside the class room.

As may be inferred from the character of his
training and experience, Dr. Hicks stands for well ..
rounded education, rather than for narrow special-
ization. His insistence is not on any pet project, but
on thoroughness in whatever is undertaken. He
represents the quiet, dignified attitude of scholar-

ship, and particularly dislikes showy publicity.
Having arrived at the degree of experience when'
he felt that his economic philosophy had attained
sufficient maturity, he 'planned to publish a series
of studies, and had already begun work on this
material when he was prevailed upon to assume the
duties of the presidency. Although the logic of the
situation pointed to his selection for executive work,
it is hoped that he will continue to contribute to
research, at the same time that he is occupied with
the policies of the University.

Personally Dr. Hicks is democratic and human.
He is not a politician, even in the academic sense,
but meets every issue squarely, and is uncornpro-
mising in matters of principle. Because of his early
struggle for education, his lifelong contact with men
of affairs, and his analytical temperment, he is
proof against the sentimentalism and the economic
and political 'sophistry of self-styled "Iiberals'
among college professors. In particular, he de-
preciates any tendency to diffuse the individual's
responsibility by merging him in a social group.
"Give the individual every possible opportunity
and then hold him strictly responsible" sums up his

philosophy of life.
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ALUMNI· NOTES
1911

George W. Binns, M. E., is supervisor of equip-
ment, tools, and maintenance at the Cincinnati Mill..
ing Machine Company.

1912
Albert H. Bissemeyer, Eo E., is located with the

Cincinnati Milling Machine Company, where he is
plant engineer.

Howard B. 'Cook, E. E,., is employed as electrical
engineer by the Warner Elevator Company, Cin-
cinnati, Ohio.

A. C. Hewitt, M. E., is production manager of
the Porter Chemical Company, Hagerstown, Md.

W. H. Jefferson, E. E., is in New York City,
where he is sales engineer for the 'Cutler Hammer
Manufacturing Company.

Earl H. McLeod, Ch. E., is London, Eng., repr e-
sentative of the Ault WiborgCompany of 'Cincin-
nati, Ohio.

H. J. Krampe, M. E., is employed by the Arm-
strong Cork and Insulation Company, Cincinnati,
Ohio, as sales engineer.

1913
Ingle Barr, B. C. E., is employed by the Fire-

stone Tire and Rubber Company, Akron, Ohio.
W. E. Bodenstein, M. E., has gone into business

for himself as architect and engineer, at Cincinnati,
Ohio.

H. J. Breitenbach, M. Eo, is Sales Manager with
the Lodge and Shipley Company, Cincinnati, Ohio.

John G. Brueggeman, 'E. E. is production engi-
neer for the Rauh and Mack Shirt Company, Cin-
cinnati, Ohio.

B. V. Colburn, M. E., is in the department of
industrial economy of the Eastman Kodak Com-
pany, Rochester, N. Y.

R. G. Hauck, M. E., is designer for the Laidlaw,
Dunn, Gordon Company, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Charles W. Lytle, M. E., is director of the newly
established Department of Industrial Co-operation
of the Engineering College at Harvard.

1915
Clyde 'Chace, C. E., who was formerly on the

staff of the Engineering News Record, New York
City, is now on an automobile tour which will end
at Los Angeles, California, where he expects to
engage in an architectural enterprise.

Ralph Blackford, M. E., is located at Middle-
town, Ohio, where he is factory manager of the
Miami Cycle and Manufacturing Company.

Harold Carpenter, M. E., is employed as mech-
anical inspector by the Pennsylvania Railroad, with
headquarters at Pittsburg, Pa.

Norman Kohlhepp, Met. E., is district sales
manager of -the General Fireproofing Company,
Louisville, Ky.

Otto G. Lippert, B. Ch. Eo, is employed by H. G.
Strietmann's Sons, bakers, Cincinnati, Ohio, as
chemical engineer.

1916
Bernard E. Baer, C. E., is located at Ft. Leaven.-

worth, Kansas, where he is an assistant to the Can ...
tracting Quartermaster.

W. L. Hayes, Ch. E., is with the' Pittsburg Test-
ing Laboratory at Little Rock, Arkansas, where he
occupies the position of Control Engineer on
Asphalt pavements.

Vernon C. Hecht, C. E., is superintendent of the
Ross-Meyer Construction Co., Cincinnati, Ohio.

Ralph H. Kruse, E. E., and Edison Cherrington,
B. E. Eo, are both employed by the Cutler Hammer
Company, Milwaukee, Wisconsin. Mr. Kruse is em-
ployed as sales engineer.

De W. Lee Maynard, -C. E., is industrial engineer
at the plant of the Eastman Kodak Company,
Rochester, N. Y.

1917
Leo G. Kuhlman, E. E., is a designer of tobacco

machinery. He is in the employ of the Miller,
DuBrul, and Peters Manufacturing Company, Cin-
cinnati, Ohio.

Warner T. Cowell is located in Cincinnati, Ohio,
where he is assistant works manager for the Lodge
and Shipley Company.

1918
Alvin B. Backherms, C. Eo, is Assistant City

Engineer at Akron, Ohio.
Lucien S. Carr, C. E., is employed by the Rapid

Transit Commission, Cincinnati, Ohio, as an engi-
neer on design.

The addresses of the following alumni are
wanted:

Andrew,]. P., B. Ch. E., '14. McKee, C. E., E. Eo, '16.
Avery, A. R., M. E., '1 7. Mizner, R. A., C. E., '16.
Briel, G. W., C. E., '21. Myers, R. P., M. E., '1 S.
Britain, Go,E. E., '20. Otting, E., M. E., 'II.
Cummings,C. W., B. C. E., '12. Patton, L. T., B. C. E., '16.
Feldman, E. B., B. CoE., '17. Phelps, S. B., B. Met. E., '16.
Fillmore,H. W., M. E., '15. Race, R. M., M. E., '14.
Fishburn, G. Eo, C. E., '21. Sheriff,]. W., E. E., '14."
Genzmer, P. R., C. E., ' 17. Sive, B. E., B. Ch. E., , 14.
Getz, C. H., M. E., '12. Stenger,E., Met. Eo, '16.
Hart, A., E. E., '11. Steward,]. H., E. E., '14.
Herlinger, H. W., '17. Sylvester,W. F., C. E., '16.
Howard, M. R., C. E., '16. Todd, F. C., C. E., '19.
Johnson, R., Ch. Eo, '12 Wallace, B. H., C. E., '15.
Langhammer,A. J., M. E., '16. Warrington, C. Mo,E. E., '21.
Lindsey,A ..M., M. E., '20. Widau, W. E., Ch. E., '20.
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FOREIGN ABSTRACTS AND REVIEWS
TRADE WITH SOVIET RUSSIA

One. of the results of the persistent efforts on the
part of the Soviet Government to establish trade
relations with Germany, has been the orga nization
of a transport company of which the Hamburg-
American line is the German representative, and the
Soviet Government the Russian. Lacking the
capital to engage in actual transportation, the com-
pany is at present acting rner ely as shipping agent
for all commerce between the two countries.

The importance of the new company is not to
be overestimated merely because the Hamburg-
American line is 'the German representative. The
conditions now obtaining in Russia make it im-
possible for the Soviet Government to carryon
trade except by actual barter. Russia's gold re-
serve has dwindled away 'to the vanishing point,
and limited foreign credits furnished by ,the expor-
tation of wood, flax, and furs are by no means
adequate to purchase even the most urgent
necessities.

The Soviet Government desires, therefore, to
pay for its imports by means of concessions 'to firms
that will furnish it with railroad materials, agricul-
tural implements, industrial equipment, and food-
stuffs. 'Chief among the concessions offered are
those of agricultural and forest Iancls, To develop
such lands, however, would require 'tirne and cap-
ital; moreover, in the event of further political up-
heaval in Russia, or even of a change of policy on
the part of the present government, the consessions
would in all probability be rendered invalid. The
owners of the concessions would th en be forced to
appeal to their respective goverrrments, and it is
doubtful whether, at the present time, either Ger-
many or England would" actively interfere with
the Russian Government.

Despite these difficulties, however, conferences
are now being held in Berlin, between large English
and German syndicates" for the purpose of formu-
lating a plan to export machinery to Russia in re-
turn for concessions. Whether the Soviet Govern-
ment can furnish convincing guarantee for the con-
tinued validity of the concessions remains to be
seen.-Die Voss (Berlin).

THE FATE OF THE GERMAN SHIPS
AT ANTWERP

At the close of 1 9 1 8, the Dutch government
halted twenty German ships which had left Antwerp
after the armistice, and had sought refuge in Hol-
land. Both Belgium and Holland claimed the
ships. ~ The prize-court of Antwerp had awarded
them to Belgium. Germany refused to recognize
this decision. Negotiations were entered into by
the German and Belgian governments, and in
August of this year an agreement was reached.
Belgium was given three of the ships; the rest going
back to Germany. The latter country is to pay all
the expenses incurred while the ships were lying at
anchor during the war.

The Rotterdam "Maasbode" calls attention to
the fact that this is the first agreement reached be-
tween Belgium and Germany since the armistice.
The example shows that much may be accomplished
to the satisfaction of both parties by practical con-
versations and reciprocal good-will. Holland's ac-
quiescence has not as yet been received.-Berliner
Tageblatt.

The English Treasury Department has officially
informed the Association of dye factories that the
Gernlan government has agreed to reimburse the
German exporters for 26 per cent which the
English importer must pay as duty. Several large
German firms which at first refused to export to
England, under the reparation law, unless they were
paid total value in advance, now are willing to de-
liver merchandise on the payment of 74 per cent
of its value. M1erchandise which is sold first to a
neutral country and from there to England, is free
from assessment; likewise German merchandise
which an English merchant is buying for a non-
English firm.

Twelve billion marks have been set aside for the
reco netrtrctio n of the German merchant marine.
Sixty per cent has been paid out to ship companies
and in consequence there is great activity in the ship
yards. It is hoped that in the course of from five
to ten years, Germany can increase its merchant
marine to about one-third of its pre-war strength.
Forty-five ships are at present in the process of con-
struction.i-c-Berliner Tageblatt.

---
The Allied Commission has requested informa-

tion from the German government as to the where ..
abouts of the long-range guns used during the war.
The Following is the answer:

"During the war there were constructed, in all,
seven long-range guns. Of these, four were ren-
dered useless and destroyed. At the close of the
war one was sawed into pieces at Essen, in April,
1919; the second burst on the gun range at Meppen,
November 18, 1919, and the third was cut into
pieces at Magdeburg, November 22, 1919. All
three of them have been reduced to fragments to
be melted."-'Das Echo (Berlin).

~ '\. ( -\,'-tv..

COMMERCE WITH THE ARGENTlNE
Sr. E. H. Milani of the Buenos Aires daily "La

Razon," states that large quantities of machinery
and many other kinds of North American manufac-
tures could be sold in the Argentine.

"The Argentine offers one of the best markets in
the world for North American merchandise; but
the market is as yet not well developed. The North
American merchants and manufacturers have not
shown a sufficient interest for its development. It
seems that only the English, ,the French, and the
Germans have appreciated the commercial possi-
bilities of this country.

"One of the causes of the relatively small volume
of commerce between the two countries is the fact
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that only few North Americans are living in the
Argentine. The last census showed 'that only 5,000
to 6,000 reside here.

"It would be of enormous reciprocal benefit if the
two countries would become aware of the advan-
tages of close commercial relations, Personally,
I should like to see a free exchange of merchandise
between the two nations. Such an exchange would
lower the price of meat, wheat, clothing and other
articles.

"Under the chaotic conditions of the late war,
much misunderstanding existed between the mer-
chants of the Argentine and those of the United
States. The situation created by the war hindered
the extension of sufficient credit, and the merchants
were at times displeased with the goods received.
Since the war, however, better methods have been
put into practice. At present there exists little
difficulty or friction, relative to commerce between
the two countries."-La Prensa.

THE -AMERlCAN TRACTOR INDUSTRY
IN GE.RMANY

According to newspaper reports, the well-known
American Ford Automobile Company intends to
erect a 'tractor plant in Germany. Ostensibly,
German factories are to co-operate by manufactur-
ing the single parts, while the Ford Company will
do the assembling. By a total production 100 trac-
tors per day, it will be possible to supply the farm-
ers of Germany, as well as of all Europe, with low-
priced implements.

It is pointed out that all capital that the Ford
Company brings to Germany, together with all
profits made on the investment, will remain there.
Furthermore, the enterprise will, of course, be
taxable.

TONY'S METHOD
EDGAR DOW GIL.MAN

The hardware factory of Ehrlich and Gratz in
Berlin, has 'entered into negotiations with the Ford
Company and has asked for permission to import
eight sample tractors for practical demonstrations.
From the German tractor industry, complaints have
been made to the government on the ground that
this industry and the automobile industry are al-
ready suffering greatly on account of the lack of
markets. A new domestic competitor, aided by
American capital, would make the economic strug-
gle still more bitter.-Zeitschrift des Vereines Deut-
scher Ingenieure.

Who's Who Among the Contributors
(Continued from Page 8)

BERRY, Com. E., '25, and D. M. SMITH, Ch. E.,
'25, represent a type of "sketches from life" which
the Editors plan to make a regular feature of the
Co-operative Engineer.

The composite article, "Rejected Applications to
the Club of Queer Trades," was written jointly by
C. L. DEWING, L. W. SHAFER, and A. E.
E,RNST, Commercial Engineers, '24, and was edited
by Professor C. W. Park of the Department of
English. \

F. W. BERTS;CH, M'. E., '23, L. E. OBER-
WARTH, E. E., '23, and 1. Y. POIS,EY, C. E., '24,
for several years have devoted some of their spare
time to a study of the technique and appreciation of
art.

The Football Review is written by W. B. BALL-
OON, M. E., ' 24, who is an enthusiastic follower of
U. C. sports.

We will call him Tony because he was an Italian
and that was not his name. He was a machinist
who attended my class in "Shop Arithmetic" in a
Y. M. C. A. night school. His shop experience had
impressed things upon his mind as a die impresses
figures in molten metal. He could tell me the sum
of any number of fractions in quarters, eighths, six-
teenths, thirty-seconds, or sixty-fourths, with almost
uncanny speed. But he was completely lost if he
were given fractions in any other denomination than
those of the machinist's scale. He had never heard
of the "least common denominator," and was not
conscious of using a common denominator under
any name. He did not know how he obtained the
results which he gave.

When we came to decimals I found him more
ignorant of procedure. One evening I gave him

a list of about ten numbers in decimals to add on
the blackboard. After watching him hopelessly
scratch his head for many minutes, I went up to the
board, erased all the decimal places except the last
two, and put a dollar sign at the top of the column.
As quick as a flash he had totalled the column and
had set down the correct sum. He did not know
"how" he did it, but he could add dollars and cents.
It appeared hopeless to tie him up to abstract
numbers. The following week I put a column of
figures with only two decimal places on the board,
and without further comment told him to add them.
I watched him out of the corner of my eye, while
talking to other students. . He studied seriously for
quite a while, scratched his wiry hair, and finally put
a dollar sign at the top of the column, set down the
sum, erased the dollar sign, and came over to tell
me that he had completed the problem.
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:IN£RtIA
A Polite Retort

Traffic Cop: "Come on; what's the matter with
you?"

Truck Driver: "I'm well, thanks, but me en-
gine's dead."

Mutually Mistaken
"Oi was crossing the bridge the other day," said

an Irishman, "and Oi met O'Brien. 'O'Brien,' Oi
says, 'how are ye?' "

" 'Pretty well, thank ye, Brady,' says he.' "
" 'Brady?' says Oi. 'That's not me name!' "

" 'Faith,' he says, 'and nayther is mine O'Brien!' "
"And with that we both looked at each other

and sure it was nayther of us at all."

They'd Been Before Him
"Have some aigs this m orriin", Jedge?" asked

the ebony waiter.
"Not this morning, Sam," replied the man of the

bench, adjusting his spectacles preparatory to dis-
tinguishing the name of some dish on the rnenu
from the fly specks.

"Ever try any of our fresh~boiled aigs, Jedge?"
"Yes, indeed, Sam, and found ' em guilty."

---
"Was his auto going fast?"
"Your honor, it was going so fast that the bulldog

on the seat beside him looked like a dashshund."

---
Willing to be Patient

Bert Leslie, the comedian, tells of a darky who
was convicted of murder and sentenced to be
hanged. Shortly before ,the date set for the execu~
tion, the sheriff visited the condemned, and said:

"Now, Eph, before you go I want to make the
end as pleasant as possible for you. What would
you like to eat the night before the hanging?"

"Watermelon, sheriff, watermelon," replied Eph.
"But," said the sheriff, "you are to be hanged

in December, and watermelon won't be ripe until
July.H

"I kin wait, sheriff, I kin wait," replied Eph.

THE FABLE OF THE 'GO'On YOUNG MAN
WHO GOT INTO T'HE WRONG COLL,EGE

(With apologies to George Ade.)

Orice upon a time there was a very proud
Mother of a poor Fatherless Boy. The Boy's name
was Selly Milton MacCawlay Bangs. When he was
still in High School, he skillfully repaired a broken
electric curling iron for his Mother. She there-
upon determined to send him to an Engineering
College. When the young man was a Pre~Junior
at the 'College, he was taking a course called
English 53a. The course was taught by a very
good Professor whose name was Handinmore
Themes. The young man should really have been
in the 'College of Literal Arts, for he went home
every evening and used up very much paper and
ink, in order that he might satisfy the demands of
Professor Themes. One night while he was very
busily writing in order to get the next four themes
in ahead of time, the point of his pen struck a snag
in the paper, and the handle broke off of the pen,
thrusting a sp lin ter in to his finger. Young Selly
neglected the splinter; he merely borrowed a pen
from his room mate and went on with his work.
Blood~poison set in around the splinter, and the
blood~poison was followed by gangrene. The
finger had to be amputated, and then the hand
and then the forearm, and then upper arm, and
then the shoulder, and then the shoulder blade,
and then the Good Young Man died.

Moral: Never hand in all your themes for
English 53a.

The origin of the bagpipes was being discussed,
the representatives of different nations eagerly dis-
claiming responsibility for the atrocity. Finally an
Irishman said: "Well, I'II tell you the truth about
it. The Irish invented it and sold it to the Scotch
as a joke; and the Scotch ain't seen the joke yet."
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Played No Favorites
"I'm bothered with rats, It said Mrs. Casey, owner

of the boarding house, as she talked over the back
fence with her neighbor.

"Did yez buy any 'of thim rat biscuits for thim?"
suggested Mrs. Kelly. .

"Now, Mrs.' Kelly, what kind av a house do you
think I'm runnin"? Sure, if the bastes can't ate
what the rest of us d-o, they kin ,go hungry."

No Insinuation
"An'd will one collar be sufficient, madam?"

asked the haberdasher politely.
"Young man," replied his untidy customer

sternly, "do you insinervate as ' ow I' ave more than
one 'us-bin? " ,

---
"Bridget, " called the mistress from upstairs,

have you turned the gas 'on in the parlor as I told
you?"

"Yes, rna' m," answered Bridget, "can't yez
smell it?"

Dr. J. M. Buckley, the Methodist minister, was
asked one day to conduct an experience meeting at
a oolored church in the South. A colored woman
arose and bore witness to the precious.ness of her
religion as light bringer and comfort giver.

"That's good, sister," commented Dr. Buckley.
"But now about the practical side. Does your
religion make you strive to prepare your husband a
good dinner? Does it make you look after him in
every way?"

Just then Dr. Buckley felt a yank at his coat tails
by the colored preacher, who whispered ardently:

"Press dem questions, Doctor, press dem ques ..
tions. Dat's my wife."

Mother Was Right
"Mother, what is a Dry Martini?"
"Heavens on earth, child!"
"Oh!" -,Sun Dodger.

SATURDAYt



ELECTRICITY Will Bring Un-
limited Comforts To Your Home

ELECTRICITY-The Invisible Servant is a great aid to home
contentment and happiness. He will furnish a bright cheer-
fullight throughout the entire house; wash and iron clothes;
sweep rugs; cook light meals and perform many other of the
housewife's numerous tasks.

If Electricity is not in the home the housewife is spending many
dreary hours in doing housework that might be spent in rest or
recreation.

PHONE FOR OUR SPECIAL HOUSEWIRING OFFER

THE UNION GAS·& ELEC~rRIC CO.
Main 3590 FOURTH and PLUM STS.

"Just Like That
Right off the Bat

Merry, Merry Christmas."

ur.rrv
Vine, Jefferson and Calhoun Streets

We have a very com-
plete line of Christmas
Cards. Make your
selections early. : :

THE MACEY-HALL COMPANY
548 Main Street

CINCINNATI

North Cincinnati Brancb

The
Provident Savings
Bank and Trust

r»

Courteous Treatment
Sound BankinQ"



Phone Avon 3116

The J. H. Fielman Dairy C(
Dealer in

Service in Fuel

Island Creek Coal
Pasteurized Milk and Cream

And Other High-Grade Dairy Products

2519 Vine Street Cincinnati, Ohio

{
2404

Phones Canal 2405
Pr 0 m p t Service
Modera te Prices

c. H. BOLTE
MEATS OF' QUALITY

TO PARTICULAR PEOPLE

218 East Thirteenth Street Cincinnati, Ohio

THE FERD. WAGNER. CO.
OPTICIANS

Drawing Materials and Photographic Supplies

27 East Fifth Street Cincinnati, Ohio

EFFICIENT
ECONOMICAL

High in heating value-Low in ash

QUEEN CITY COAL ·CO.
JAS. A. REILLY, Vice-President

PHONE MAIN 3921

FOURTH NATIONAL BANK BUILDING

CINCINNATI, OHIO

521 VINE STREET HUGHES CORNER

\.trl?stal \.tonfecltcnery
HIGH GRADE CANDIES

AND ICE CREAM

QUALITY SERVICE

ORDER YOUR

O1l1rintmun O1urbs
FROM

THE WEBB-BIDDLE CO.'S
New, varied and large assortment

Gifts, Favors, Novelties

DANCE PROGRAMS INVITATIONS

and STATIONERY

THE WEBB=BIDDLL COMPANY
133 Governtnent Square = Cincinnati, Ohio

PRINTERS OF THIS PUBLICATION

PHONE AVON 3944 NEAREST THE UNIVERSITY

WM. 'L. BRUGGEMAN
HILL TOP FLORAL CO.

Specialists in Bouquets and Floral Designs

2554 VINE STREET CINCINNATI, OHIO

PHONE

Economy Hardware and Electric Co.
Electrical Contractors

P - to-I B h d GI 226 W. McMillan St.arrr S, I s, rus es ario ass CINCINNATI, O.

LADIES GENTLEMEN

VARSITY LUNCH ROOM
. Horne Made Chili Con Carne

Sand wiches of all kinds
Clifton and Calhoun, Opp. Hughes CHAS. KERN, Prop.




